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EditoralNotes.
The " Review " in Southern Connecticut.
At the urgent request of the clergy of New Haven
and the adjacent parishes, who are very desirous
of seeing the Review, whose circulation in their
parishes is already large, introduced into every
Catholic household therein. Rev. Father Powers
begins tomorrow in the Eltn City churches a series
of sermons, wherein he will explain, at all the
Masses, the characterof the paper and the aims
of its management for the promotion of Catholic
truth and the advancement of Catholic faith.
Beginning with St. Mary's parish, tomorrow,
a special memorial issue, containing sketches
of the New Haven parishes, with handsome
illustrations of the churches, schools and religious
institutions and portraits of the leading clergymen,
will be distributed on successive Sundays to the
New Haven congregations; and the same programme will be carried out on subsequent Sundays in Meriden and other parishes outside
the Elm City. The preparation and printing of
these special editions necessarily entail considerable expense and require no small amount of care
and labor. All these things, however, the Review
willingly meets, in order to comply with the desires
of the clergymen who are anxious to introduce iuto
their parishes a paper whose influence for good
has been so often and so highly praised by the
prelates and priests of New England.
Church and School.
With excellent reason and very laudable pride
did Hen. Seth Low, in the address which he delivered in this city last week, before the alumni association of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, dwell on the close juxtapositionof church,
school and hospital in New York City, as shown
in the fact that close beside the Episcopalian
cathedral that is being built in that metropolis
wil stand St. Luke's Hospital and the new
Columbia Col'ege. Very appropriately, too, did
he speak of the significance of this juxtaposition,
as typifying that religion, education and humanity
are so closely bound together that each should
supplement, as it were, the work of the others
Some who listened to Mr. Low's eloquent words
may, however, have gotten the idea that never
until the present time was this juxtaposition of
church, school and hospital thought of and made
a reality. The fact, however, is that the Catholic Church, long ages ago. and in places almost
innumerable, instituted the very order of things
which elicited Mr. Low's eloquent eulogies. The
pages of history attest that from the earliest Christian ages wherever that Church founded a cathedral, close beside it, with no long delay, arose the
school, the college, the university, the hospital and
other religious institutions ; and to that custom of
the Church does the world owe the institution of
the most famous European universities of the
present day, even though many of those establishments are no longer under their original
direction.
A Word of Criticism.

Mr. Low's eloquent address, therefore, constituted a very just tribute to this old Catholic custom, which it is exceedingly gratifying to see
copied by the non-Catholics of New York. If any
criticism be passed on his address, it may be, perhaps, pointed out that in explaining to his audience
the significanceof the juxtapositionhe eulogized, the
Brooklyn orator dwelt too much on the importance
and necessity of the school, to the overlooking of

the Church and the charities which it inspires.
"Religion without education, without intelligence," said he, "becomes superstition, a-id the
service of humanity without intelligenceis a poor,
a meagre thing." This may be true, but equally
true is the fact that educationwithout religion and
its ennoblingspirit is something even worse than
superstition and of no value whatsoever to its
possessor or the community whereof he is a member. Let us by all means have the school, the
college and the university as well as the Church
and its charitable institutions. Let the former
stand close beside the latter establishments, if you
will; but let it be borne in mind that if the Church
needs the school to give intelligentdirection to
the faith and worship of her children, much more
does the school need the Church to save its pupils
from fallL.g into the pitfalls wherein so many bright
intellects have descended when they undertook to
advance in disregard of her cautions and directions. Better a blind faith that errs on the side of
credulity than an irreligious intelligence that
makes atheists of its possessors.
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certainly deserves such increase. I am more
pleased with it every year." Similar testimonies

;

to the high opin on in which the Rkvif.w is held

are constantly reaching us from all sections of the
country. Such tributes are, of course, exceedingly gratifying to the management of the Review,
whose one aim is to render the paper more and
more worthy of the generous support which it is
receiving from the priests and people of New

England.

The Catholic Union's New Home.
The Catholic Union of this city is to be congratulated on the splendidly equipped new home of
which its members took possession Monday evening, and wherein this excellent organization will
be better enabled to make its beneficial influence
felt and to widen its efforts for good. The dedication of the new home was an event that interested
the entire Catholic community of the city, and it
was graced by the presence of the venerable archbishop, who has always taken an active part and
deep interest in the Union from its very inception,
Freemasonry In Its True Light.
and who, in a felicitous address, congra'ulated
An event, or rather a series of events, which
the members of the association on their new
lately took place down in Hartford, Ct., shows quarters and expressed his own delight at seeing
Freemasonry in a far different light from what them so well and so befittingly housed.
its members would fain have people regard that
secret organization in, and a good many Hartford Those Burned Mexican Heretics.
Some weeks ago wide circulation was given by
citizens now entertain opinions regarding it
several
of our Protestant contemporaries to the
that differ very radically from their former
statement
that the Catholics of a certain village
views. A prominent Mason, Doctor Griswold by
down
in
Mexico
had burned at the stake ten Proname, was recently tried for and convicted of arson
and is now under a ten years' sentence in jail. testants whom they considered hereiics. The
The principal witness against him was another story was ridiculous, of course, but that did not
Mason, Doctor Jackson, who has just been ex- prevent certain credulous people from believing
pelled from his lodge, and from all the rights and the absurd tale. The San Antonio Southern Mesprivileges of Freemasonry," the principal charge \u25a0enger, anxious to show the falsity of ihe story,
against him being that he divulged the secrets of a has secured from the parish priest of the town
brother. It seems that Doctor Griswold, the where the burning has said to have taken place, a
incendiary Mason, confessed to Doctor Jackson, statement to the effect that the only foundation
the expelled one, that he was guilty of the crime for the story is that he instructed those of his
of a>son, and when the latter physician was called Hock whoreceived them to bu°n certain pamphle's,
to testify in court, he stated that fact. For this
insulting to their Church and faith, which Protestbe is now expelled from his lodge, while the conant preachers distributed in the place on the ocviced incendiary retains his fellowship and good casion of the rec nt dedication of a Catholic hosstanding in the order.
pital. Will those of our s ctirian contemporaries
who burned those heretics down in Mexico please
Secret Societies Always a Menace.
resurrect
them now, and tell their readers the true
The citizens of Hartford have not been slow to
the case.
facts
of
see that a society which disciplines and punishes
a man for doing his duty and telling the truth, when Less Priests Than Preachers.
One of the commonest c'larges made against
called upon in court under oath to do so, constitutes
Catholics
by the opponents of their Church is that
Is it possible," says
a serious menace to society.
we
are
a
priest-ridden people. The Washington
the Hartford Courant,
that there are reputable
of the Chicago New World tells
correspondent
citizens of Hartford who believe that any lawful
Catholic
woman at the national capital anhow
a
organization can. compel a man to conceal hiwho asserted, in her hearing,
swered
a
Protestant
knowledge of a crime that threatens the whole
that
knew
all the world
that such a charge was
community to save a man from the punishment
true.
"The
world
but statistics do
may
know,
that the law prescribes for such an offense ? "
not,"
woman,
said
the
Catholic
according to the
Of course no lawful orgmization would attempt
such a thing. It seems pretty plain, though, that correspondent, who adds that, turning to the last
Freemasonry expected Doctor Jackson to perjure census reports, the lady said: "I find here that
himself in court, and punishes him now because the
Catholics are the largestreligious denomination
he refused to do so. Those who know the history
in
the
country. It is shown thatfor more than six
of Freemasonry are not at all surprised at this
of people they have 6,012 priests, or one
millions
Hartford happening. There are lots of similar,
and far worse Masonic deeds on record, for which priest, including bishops and monks, for each
reason the Church long since placed her ban upon 1,027 Catholic people in the United States. I find
Masonry as beicg subversive of the State as well the Baptists have two million members and
15.401
as the Church.
ordained ministers, or one minister for every 139
members. The Methodist Episcopal church numCommended by the Clergy.
In renewing his subscription for the coming bers a little more than a million and a half. They
support 9,261 ordained ministers, or one to each
year, an esteemed correspondent writes us from 181 members. The Presbyterians have a minister
Salem as follows : During the mission held here to care for each 117 members. Every 107 Congreat St. James' the week before last, Father Smith gationalists have a minister to keep them in the
of the Jesuits highly recommended the Sacred straight and narrow path." These figures may
altogether correct, but
are near enough
Heart Review to the parishioners as a Catholic not beto show that when it is they
a question of being
right
weekly, urging them to have it in their homes. I priest-ridden, our Protestant friends curry considhope this will be the means of increasing your erably more weight ihan do their Catholic fellow
subscription lists in this parish, as the Review citizens.
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THE NECESSITY OF SPIRITUAL DIRECTION. a Catholic confes-ional the burden would be at
once removed and the journey of life would be reOne of the great, distinguishing features of the sumed with fresh interest and joy.
Catholic Church is its really remarkable system of
Now, to prepare one for this most difficult and
spiritual direction. When Protestants separated delicate office of spiritual director a most thorough
from the Catholic Church they claimed to set up a and extensive system of training is necessary.
more perfect system of faith and sanctity, but it That system is found only in the Catholic Church,
was in a sense, and it claimed to be, a system of and it is called moral theology, "the science of
freedom.
the laws which regulate duty." It may well be
The freedom which they gained, however,was called a wonderful science, for it is founded on
really freedom from restraint. They claimed, at the most profound principle, and is really of all
least in theory?though their leaders were far from arts the art and the mistress of all the sciences. It
the right of every one may be called the combined wisdom of the experiadopting it in practice
to be his own judge of truth, and his own guide as ence of the ages. It provides not only general
to duty. Of course, the system of spiritual direc- principles but particular cases, and for almost
tion existing in the Catholic Church was entirely every case that may be supposed to arise in the
discarded. It was too strict, too humiliating. It ordinary course of Christian life. It requires prorecognized the obligation of submitting to the found s*udy and great skill and judgmentto apply
authority of another to decide what is truth and the prir.ciples to particular cases.
what is duty.
This science is of course discarded by ProtestThe consequences of this system of freedom ants who have no use for it. They pr fer to guide
from restraint were greater excesses and greater and govern themselves. As this science necesscandals than those against which they proteste sarily deals, among othtrs, with subjects of a deliin the Church. The lamentable effects of that cate nature, "escaped" nuns and "converted"
freedom have been perpetuated to the present day priests make use of it to the disparagement of the
and aie seen in the endless divisions, the free chur h, by appealing to the pruriency of curious
"
thought, the skepticism and doubt that everywhere and lascivious ears." They might as well exhibit
prevail in Protestant countries.
before the public the illustrations and the discusThe mcessity for spiritual direction is strikingly sions of physiology in which are treated subjects
indicated by the strangely absurd and unreason- designed not for generalreading, but only for proable notions and, oftentimes, wild fancies and ec- fessional men. As the proper treatment of
centric vagaries in religion which people are liable natural disease requires at times the discussion of
to take up and be led away with. In fact, there subjects of a delicate nature, so the proper treatare very good reasons why the wisest and best ment of moral diseases may exact the discussu n
among 113 need the advice of a f-piritual director. of questions not suitable for general,indiscriminate
We are naturally s ltish, blind to our ownfailings, aud conversation.
disposed to excuse ourselves and make light of the
We consider it beyond all question that our
faults which are really more serious than we con- Protestant friends have not gained anything, but
ceive them to be. In circumstances of doubt and have lost immensely, by discarding spiritual directemptation we all know how self-interest inclines tion ; they would certainly be gainers of a great
us to pursue that course which is most agreeable, boon by becoming Catholics and going regularly
or which seems likely to be most profitable, to us. to confession.
In fact, it is not too much to say that it is next to
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impossible to lead a strictly upright, conscientious,
without
direcspiritual
consistent Christian life
Editor Sacred Heart Review :
tion. Without it eminent sanctity is certainly imIf we common men can't be great men we like, at
least, to resemble great men in some particular, if it
possible.
is only in the way of parting our hair. Not having
The Catholic system of spiritual direction emRobert
Hall's eloquence, I boast of at least having his
to
di;
authority
braces two essentialfeatures first,
love of a thing well said, even if it made agiinst his
rect, and second, a system of rules and ruled side. In Doctor dc Waal's pamphlet on " The Apostolic
cases cdled cases of conscience for the guidance Grave ad catacumbas," I find the following, which is so
pungent a resumption of the controversy in question that
of conduct.
The authority for spiritual direction is inherent [ can not forbear sending it to you, though well awire
will Are it right
in the priesthood and is derived from the original that you, in your papistical malice,
back at me. But what can I do? You see that the
commission of our Lord. "As my Father hath passage is wholly unavailable for us, and as a good
sent me so send I you." " I give unto you the ihing must not be left neglected, I am under the painful
keys of the kingdom of heaven. Whatsoever necessity of passing it over to you. When we can
you shall binl on earth shall be bound in heaven." clear away our untenable assumptions against Roman
view as fully as, for instance, the
"Whose sins you shall remit they are remitted Catholic points of
Catholic Dictionary has succeeded in clearing away
unto them. Whose sins you shall retain they are various untenable Roman Catholic assumptions as to
?

?

retained."
These passages show clearly that priests of the
Church are made judges of conduct. Of course,

the necessity of confession is implied in the very
terms of the commission, for how shall the priest
judge what sins to remit and what to retain unless
they are made known to him? Confession is
it is a
necessary, but it is not only a duty
a great boon from heaven.
precious privilege
This sin-burdened soul naturally longs to unburden itself by imparting its secret to another. The
very act of confession is a relief. Only Catholics
know what a blessed privilege it is to lay one's burden down at the feet of an authorized confessor.
Even in case of doubt it is an intense relief to be
able to go to a wise spiritual director for guidance.
Our experience has taught us that there are
thousands of conscientious Protestants who are
carrying spiritual burdens all their lives without
the opportunity of beirg relieved. Their sensitive, shrinking modesty prevents their revealing
the secret scruples that tormt nt them, even to their
own pastor, whereas, if they could have access to
?

?

Protestant doctrine, we shall be a good deal nearer to a
good understanding than we are at present, which, as
that stauuch Presbyterian, President Patton, says, Is
eminently desirable in our age.
Doctor dc Waal says " The course of the opposition to
the Roman tradition is as follows. Peter was never in
Rome. He has, it is true, been in Rome, but he has never
acted there as bishop. He has, it is true, been active
there, (aud that not merely as one of the twelve, but
as the first of the apostles), but he did not die in Rome.
He did, to be sure, die there; but his grave is unknown.
That Paul was beheaded in Rome is precisely as well
and precisely as ill attested as Peter's martyrdom there.
Is it merely historical interest that has caused the
heaping up of a mountain of objections against
Peter's death in Rome and his grave on the Vatican,
while the Roman martydom of Paul is, on the ground
of the ancient traditions, accepted without scruple?
in reality, it is easier to oppugn the death of Paul iv
Rome and the alleged site of his execution and of his
grave, than the martyrdom of St. Peter there and his
burial close to the place of his execution."
As to your answer to my note I must own that a part
of it is unintelligible to me. Of course, we both allow
that a vituperativepublic assault by a missionary on the
religion of a people is highly reprehensible. It seems to
be implied In St. Peter's rebuke of allotrioepiskopi,

:

" busybodies in other men's matters." But I understand
you to say that the simple sending of Protestant agents
into a Roman Catholic country is a violation of Catholic consciences. Why, then, is not the sending of Catholic agents into a Protestant country a violation of Protestant consciences? Of course you can not argue with
us that your religion is true and ours is false, for we
should be apt to retort in kind. Therefore, as you speak
with approbation of some Protestants who regard it as
superfluous and insulting to send missionaries among
Christian people, what is it, then, but superfluous and insulting to treat Protestant America and England and
Scandinavia as terrce missionis? With the best will in
the world to the contrary, I can make nothing out of
your position but this: Protestants have not only no
religious, but no social, and ought to have no civil
right, to propagate their religion. Catholics have not
only a religious, but a social aud a civil right to propagate
their religion (saving vituperation) in precisely those
ways which they declare insulting and injurious to
conscience when used by Protestants. So complete is
this disparity that, it seems, we violate courtesy and the
riahts of conscience if we ordain ministers in a Catholic country for persons who have adopted our religion
quite independently of us. Thus you treat it as an affront in Archbishop Plunket to consecrate a bishop for
Spaniards whom he did not make Protestants, but simply
found such. What is this but to say that Protestant
consciences have no rights which Catholics arebound to
respect, and that for a Protestant to supply a Protestaut
who has ever been a Roman Catholic with the ministries
of his present religion is a crying violation of Catholic
rUhts?

As to your appeal to civil law against us, I can make
still less out of that. It is not against the civil law of
Mexico, or of Brazil, or of Spain, for the Protestants to
treat thesecountries as terrce missionis. And if it were,
you surely do not mean that a Christian conscience is
bound In matters of religion by the civil law. Let the
illustrious list of Jesuit martyrs in Great Britain, from
Campion and Southwell and Ogilvie down, give answer.
Chakles C. Starbuck.
Andover.

In the Review of Dec. 7, we published a letter
from Prof, ssor Starbuck, in which he took us to
taskfor referring to our Mexican correspondent as
a Protestant. He held that no genuine Protestant
could speak, as our correspondent did, of the attempt to propaga'e Protestant'sm in a Caiholic
country as a blatant impertinence ; nor speak
of the creeds put out by Luther and Calvin and
the
Mclancthon and Knox and Cranmer as
of
We
reyesterday."
crude Protestant creeds
plied that these creeds as to age and in comparison
with the creeds of the Church were of yesterday,
that good orthodox Protestants reject today all of
the above creeds and look upon the attempt to convert Catholics to Protestantism as an impertinence
and that, therefore, the genuineness of the Protestantism of our gifted correspondent was not on
this score open to criticism. Professor Starbuck's
silence in his present letter on th s issue appears to
concede this point. In his former letter the Professor claimed that the labors of Protestant missionaries to convert Catholics are justified on the
"round that the missionaries are acting in obedience to the dictate of conscience, and he
quoted St. Liguori to sustain his claims. We replied that a further reading of St. Liguori would
show that he holds law to be superior to and
that thereand
binding on conscience,
fore in reality he doesi not sustain the missionaries who ignore law and follow simply their own
whims. Professor Starbuck's silence in this letter
oa this point also may be taken as a giving up of
St. Liguori's support. We furthermore showed
that Protestants even in the United States do not
admit the supremacy of the individual conscience
when it conflicts with righteous civil law; and
that no one under tiu plea of conscience may infringe the natural, civil, or religious rights of
others. Professor Starbuck's present letter may be
construed, but unfairly, we think, as a denial of
these limitations of the rights of conscience. But
if he really means to exempt conscience from
obedience to righteous civil laws and a due regard
for the natural, civil, and religious rights of
others, he would be in disagreement with the mass
of Protestants and we would simply have to hand
him over, with great reluctance, it is true, to the
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secular arm. ' Certain heretics in the early ages
taught that civil power was not from God but from
Satan, and Wicliff and John lluss held that no one
in mortal sin could exercise authority or supreme
power in the State. We do not believe that Professor Starbuck holds either of these heretical opinions. St. Paul teaches that every soul should be
subject to the civil power and that "forconscience'
sake." This is, of course, the teaching of the
Church. But should the State transcend the
boundaries of its jurisdiction, as Great Britain
did in the case of the martyrs mentioned by Professor Starbuck, then we must "obey God rather
than man."
But the principal point that Professor Starbuck
seeks to make in his present lett t is that if it is
right for the Church to send Catholic missionaries
into Protestant countrii sit can not be wrong
for the Protestant churches to send Protestant
missionaries into Catholic countries. This is a
large question, but before discussing the principle
involved, we would call attention to certain obvious differences between the c aims and rights of
both sets of missionaries. (1.) There is not a
Protestant country of the world in which Catholics
were not in possession before Protestant missionaries came into existence. (2.) There is not a
Protestant country in the world in which Christianity was not first introduced by Catholic missionaries. (3.) Catholic missionaries did not
therefore go into Protestant countries, they were
there first, and were in possession before the
Protestant missionaries came along to disturb
them. (4.) Catholic missionary s in countries
that are now Protestant do not go there to revile
Protectants and misrepresent their religion. They
go primarily to care for the spiritual wants of the
Catholic people who may be residing in those countries ; and they do not obtrude themselves or their
religion upon Protestants. One never hears of
Catholic priests going through the lanes and byways of Prot- stant C'ties in the garb of philanthropy to coax or wheedle away from povertystricken or unfortunate Protestant parents their
helpless children, in order pD bring them up Catholics. These are great and striking differences
between the conduct of Catholic and Protestant
missionaries, and they account in part for the
cordial distrust and dislike shown to Protestant
missionaries in Catholic countries.
But Professor Starbuck says "Of course you
can not argue wi h us that your religion is true and
ours is false." Well, how will we argue with you?
By saying that both are true? Does the Professor wish us to say that Catholicism and Protestantism are both true? Contradictory propositions
can not both be true. If Protestantism is right,
then Catholicism must be wrong. But Protestantism does not even claim to be absolutely true.
There are many speei a differing as much from
one another in essentials as Catholicism differs
from all. Some of them, on the testimony of
Protestants, must be false. Which is true and whic'i
is false? It is only fair to Catholics that you
should decide this question first among yourselves
before you ask us to accept either. You yourselves admitthat some Protestant sects are certainly
in the wrong. Unless you can tell us which we
will run the risk of getting the wrong missionaries,
and thus be no better off than we are at present.
Suppose you should by some mistake send us Unitarian missionaries who woild teach us that Christ
is a mere man. and that in wor-hiping him we
are guilty of idolatry; or possibly one of ninetynine ministers in every hundred who would teach
us the coin r orting doctrine that there is no hell,
that no one of the historic religions is absolutely
and infallibly true, but only suitable for the infancy of the human race, and mere preparations
for "the religion of the future," which will disca d all dogma aud reconstruct or create a God
worthy of the progressive intelligence of tiie
twentieth century; we fail to see wherein, by
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sending us missionaries with these contradictory
messages, you would improve our present benighted condition.
Here, then, is an admitted and fundamental
difference between the Catholic and Protestant
missionary. One brings certain, absolute truths,
the otherbrings a bundle of contradictory opinions.
The Ca'holic missionary comes with the testimony
of ages witnessing to the success that has crowned
the labors of those sent by legitimate authority;
the Protestant missionary comes without divine
authority and, consequently, empty-handed. The
Catholic missionary points to the Christian nations
of the world and says he gave them their Christianity; the Protestant missionary can not point
to a single Christian nation which received its
Christianity from him.
" By their fiuits you shall
know them."
There is yet a greater difference between
the two missionaries. One has been commissioned by the Bible Church; the other by an
association of men. Professor Starbuck errs when
he makes an implied comparison between the
Catholic and Protestant Churches, claiming that
the Catholic Church has only the same right to
send missionaries as the Protestant churches have.
You can not compare two things which have
nothing in common except the singe word,
church. The Catholic Church is one thing and
the Protestant church is an entirtly different
thing. The Protestant churches are voluntary associations of men who bel eve, or think
they believe, alike. If they are Episcopalians and like this association they remain; if
not, tiny join the Unitarians, or Baptists or Pies
byterians; but while t'ese associations may
preach they do not claim nor exercise any authority
over the will. One is the Bible Church ; the other
is a human organization. The one lias Christ for
its architect: " I will build my church," says He
himself. Christ laid its foundation: " Upon
this rock I will build my Church " ; he guarantees
its permancy: "The gates of hell shall not
prevail against it" ; it will be always under his
guardianship and personal direction: "I will
be with you all days even unto the consummation
of the world " ; obedience to this Church is the
same as obedience to him: "He that heareth
you heareth me"; disobedience to the Church is
disobedid cc to him :
" lie that despiseth you despiseth me." St. Paul describes it as " The pillar
aud ground of truth." There is but one Church
on earth that claims to be " the pillar and ground
of truth"?the Catholic Church. As Christ
built such a Church, as he commissioned it to
teach all nations, and said it would continue
teaching to the end of the world, protee'ed by
his personal, though iuvisible, presence ; and as the
Catholic Church is the only church that has
brought the Christian revelation to the nations,
we must believe that it is the Bible Church
founded and endowed by Christ. To compare
this divine Church with any human organization
is, of course, absurd. This Church has authority
to teach and to govern men iv all matters pertaining
to the divine revelation committed to her custody. She has authority to make laws that bind
the conscience: " Whatsoever thou shalt bind
on earth sha'l be bound also in heaven ; whatsoever thou shalt lojse on earth shall be loosed also
in heaven."
Here again is another radical difference between the Catholic missionary and the Protestant
missionary ; the former has the laws and infallible ti aching of the Chu eh of Christ to guide and
govern his conscience; the latter has only his own
fallible understanding. For we know that in practice it comes to this : each Protestant evangelist
and believer interprets for himself, and
himself, the law of God as
to suit
The Bible,
he underst nds it from the Bible.
though the holy Word of Cod, teaches just what
each one may desire. It was Matthew Arnold.

we believe, who used to say :
The mass of people
take from the Bible what suits them, and quietly
leave on one side all that does not." So that
practically the legislative, executive, and judicial powers in spiritual matters are all vested in
the individual Protestant conscience. It is evid nt, therefore, that the Catholic and Piotestant
churches differ in their origin, their nature, their
office, their purpose and prerogatives, and that
the rights of each must differ accordingly.
Professor Starbuck thinks that our position logicProtestants have not only
ally must be this :
no religious, but no social, and ought to have no
civil right to propagate their rehgi <ri' ; in fact,
that we are prepared to set up the Inquisition,
equip d with all the medieval means of torturing
heretics. We are not quite so bad as this. Our
intolerance is dogmatic, not civil. We had a very
dear friend once who always insisted that two
and two made five, and apparently suffered mental torture because ire could not agree with him.
Hero, at our elbow, is one of the best natured
men in the world, but, being a little color-blind,
he insists that black is white, and upbraids us in the
most vehement language because we do not aaree
with him. Of course, we are intolerant in not
being of that accommodating disposition which
will say to one man, in order to please him, that
two and two make five, and to another that
black is white, and to stiil another that Christ is
man, and to another that there U no difference
b tween the Catholic and Protestant churches.
We were, however, built that w.iy, and we can not
help telling the truth. And on rc-c msideration
Professor Staibuck will, we think, respect us
the more for our loyalty to the truth and our conscientious couvictions. The Professor, in disagreeing with the Catholic Church, is, we have no
doubt, entirely honest and, though certain,}- mistaken, he is not a' all deserving of the tortures of the
Inquisition. In fact, truth is always intolerint of
error, but, thanks be to God, under the influence
of modern civi ization. the error itself, and not its
victim, is handed over to the torturer. As we
h d occasion to say a short lime ago when writing
on the Inquisition, Protestans, under Catholic
principles, can not legally or moraly be d sposs. ssed of any evil, poli ical or religious rights
?< Inch
they now enjoy or mty hereafter acquir: in
Catholic or Protestant countres. Not"i listanding this, we prefer to agree with the very numerous and respect b*le class of Protestants who are
of the opinion that the zeal tha* tak s Protestant
missionaries into Catho ie countries, not to minister to Protestants
a right, by the way, we
never denied them but to c invert Catholics to
Protestantism, is misdirected and not according to
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knowledge.
It is hardly necessary for us to repeat what we
said two weeks ago
that we have for Professor
Starbuck himself the most sincere regard?we
ought to say esteem and that by his unselfish,
zealous and successful labois to remove Protestant misconceptions of Catholic d< ctrine he has
earned the gratitude of his Catholic fellow citi?

?

zens.

A WORLD-WIDE JOURNEY.
The feast of the Epiphany, what a world-wide,
beautiful f. Ast it is ! With what brightness and
delight the Lesson bur-ts upon us yi ar by year,
like the wonderful star that led the Wise .Men to the
feet of the little Child in Bethlehem's crib!
"Arise, be enlightened, O Jerusalem: for thy
light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen
upon thee. The Gentil s shall walk in thy light,
and kings in the brightness of thy rising. Lift up
thy eyes round abut, and see : all these are gathered logether, they are come to thee, thy sons shall
come from afar, and thy daughters shall rise up at
I
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Madrid, he promoted the assembly of the First
Catholic Congress, built three new churches, and
founded a seminary in his own episcopal city.
CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN FOREIGN
Having become, in 1892, archbishop of Valencia,
LANDS.
he conceived the plan of the first Eucharistic Congress in Spain. It was also he who organized,
Madrid, Dec. 20, 1895.
The recent municipal scandals which the Mar- and led, that pilgrimage which, in 1894, brought
quis dc Cabrihana was chiefly instrumental in fifteen thousand Spaniards to the feet of the
bringing to light have caused so much excitement
that it has seemed impossible to escape a ministerial crisis, a result deeply to be deplored at a
moment when only a Conservative cabinet is
likely to have the influence required to manage
Cuban affairs. Senor dc Canovas and his colleagues will resign, however, unless the queen
regent manifests her entire confidence in them.
The Semana Catolicn speaks of the Marquis dc
Cabrinana in terms of the highestpraise. It says,
The manly firmness of character which he dis"played
in unmasking the dishonor of the Government officials justified the enthusiasm shown by
the people, accustomed as they are, in these decadent days, to expect only comp omise with evil,
and a cowardly shrinking from the voice of

duty."

The Cuban war goes on as usual, with very slight
variations. When the Spanish troops get a fair
chance at the rebels the victory, such as it is,
rests with them, but the guerrilla warfare of the
latter gives them few opportunities to show their
mettle. It is only a wonder that their courage
and enthusiasm remain alive, under such depressing influences. Conflagrations have lately been
the order of the day, with pillage, of course, to
follow, and, as if the disasters of war were not
enough, a cyclone swept across the island, making
the state of things worse even than before. If
General Martinez Campos does not wipe out this
rebellion in a couple of months, his army will have
the
to face a foe more dangerous than the rebels
pangs of hunger.
A Spanish politician, who is said to be well informed, recently said, "The Cuban insurrection
will soon be brought to an end by an agreement
between Spain and the Separatists, or else it will
never end." Recent despatches seem to justify
this pessimistic view. The insurgents have spies
in the Spanish ranks, who warn them of every intended manoeuvre, and when they are inferior in
numbers they are clever enough to escape in
time from an encounter where they are likely to
be overpowered.
The Catholic working men of Madrid have
every reason to be proud of their clubs, well organized, and active as most of them are. In the
Club of the Four Roads, as it is called, an artisan
can obtain thorough instruction in the rudiments
?

of mathematics, Castilian grammar, elementary

arithmet'C, geometry as appled to drawing, the

1rench and English languages, lineal drawing,
decorative architecture, mechanics, vocal and instrumental music and declamation. More than
eighty workmen attend the classes in this club
and rarely is one absent except in cases of illness.
There is also a large number attending only the
lectures and entertainment evenings. A few
nidits ago Senor Agacino, the founder of the
Workingman's Aid Society in Cadiz, lectured before St. Joseph's Club, on the subject of co-operative societies.
Cardinal Sancha y Hervas, archbishop of
Valencia, has taken formal possessi >n of St.
Peter's in Montorio, which title was assigned to
him in the recent consistory. Monsignore Sancha honored the early years of his priesthood by
suffering persecution for justice's sake. In 1873,
when Spain was in the hands of a revolutionary
government, an unhappy priest attempted to
usurp the government of Santiago dc Cuba. The
young abate, Sancha, defended the rights of the
Holy See with indomitable energy, and had his
reward. He spent ten months in prison.
When, in later years, he became bishop of

Holy Father.
A large number of persons joined in the late
pilgrimage made by the Valencian Catholics to
Torrente. Its twofold object was to pray for the
necessities of Leo XIII., and for the honorable
ending of the Cuban war.
The Archconfraternity of Reparation to the
Holy Mass is growing rapidly, not only in the
bishopric of Madrid, but also in those of Badajos,
Cindad Real and Leon. Elach memberpromises to
hear a second Mass on Sundays, and holydays,
to atone for the neglect of those unfortunate Catholics who never appear in church.
The horrible explosion of munitions of war at
Palma dc Mallorca, in which eighty workmen are
known to have been killed, adds one more to the
calamities which have befallen this unhappy
country.

A correspondent writing from Barcelona says
that if the real truth concerning the results of
Doctor Plunkett's labors to pervert the Pensinsula
were told, he and his aids would soon be left
without the sinews of war. Such a thing as a genuine conscientious conversion to Protestantism is
of extremely rare occurrence. In fact, the result
of the teachings of those itinerant Bible-readers
has been rather to swell the by no means slender
ranks of infidelityand anarchy. The city of Barcelona has a population of close upon half a million, and many infidels among them, yet a Pro'estant conventicle and Bible depot established some
years ago in the Calle Bafios Nuevos has been
obliged to close its doors. One Sunday afternoon, last autumn, we counted the congregation
as it left the building. There were just ten persons, including five or six street gamins.
GENERAL FOREIGN NOTES.

The Benedictines are increasing their monastic establishments by re-opening Coquillada, near Saragossa, while the Dominicans again lift their
voices in the pulpits of Oviedo in the Asturias.
The Jesuits, too, have built a fine college in one of
the suburbs of Barcelona that would do honor to
any nation.
Savoy and the city of Chambery have just lost
a man who was the soul of all the charitable
works of the country, M. lc Cotnte de Boigne,
husband of the comtesse who assisted, a few days
ago, as godmother at the baptism of the big bell
of Montmartre, La Savoyarde. Every one knows
of the public charities of M. la Comte de Boigne,
but noone will everknow the numberof those which
he did in secret, the private miseries,' the innumerable misfortunes which he consoled, only for the
love of dt.iug good. He was one of those men
who rise above passions and parties, beloved,
respected, venerated by all, popular in the best
sense of the word, a man whom neither envy nor
calumny ventured to attack.

The most modern schemes of philanthropy are
often but the reproduction of charitable practices
that existed centuries ago. For instance, Monseigneur de la Jour du Pin established the first
public furnaces in Nancy, in the seventeenth century. The wretched poor of Paris, as they warm
their stiffened fingers at the municipal braziers, if
there are any this winter, will probably never hear
the name of the generous man with whom the idea
originated. Another bishop, the cardinal of
Lucerne, invented lire insurance for the poor
workingmen of Langres. The thatched roofs of
his flock often caught fire, and in order to prevent
the abuse of private collections, resulting from
these accidents,he ordained that regular collections
should be made from house to house, in every
parish. The funds thus raised were invested, and
fiomthis common treasury aid should be bestowed
whenever disasters occurred, but only after a careful examination of the extent of the losses sustained. The parishes which had not contributed to
this common fund were excluded from the benefits

thereof.

The Courrier de la Champagne informs us that
the equestrian statue of Joan of .Arc by Paul
Dubois, so patiently waited for by the city of
Rheims, will be finished towards the end of the
year. The mould is ready, and in a few weeks
the molten metal will be poured into it. This
operationwill occupy about two minutes and, says
the Courrier, from the now shapeless chrysalis
will come forth that inspired Join of Arc, which
we admired at the Salon. The artist will then
give it the final touches, and it will be ready for
its pedestal."
The women of Lorraine have drawn up a petition, already signed by women of all classes of
soci-ty, praying the Chamber of Deputies to ratify
the vote of the Senate of 1894 on the question of
an annual national fete in honor of Joan of Arc, in
order that the fete may be celebrated for the first
time in May, 1896. A citizen of Nancy has just
received from Mr. John Mackay, the Bonanza
King " an important subscription towardsthe fund
for the statue.

"
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The spiritual revival that is now permeating
Spanish society brings much consolation to the
faithful. One of its most striking evidences is
the increase of religious communities as well as
colleges and schools devoted to Catholic teaching.
Scarcely a week goes by that one does not read of
the re-opening of some time-honored monastery
or the inauguration of a new convent. A few
weeks ago the daughters of St. Francis of Assist
re-opened their old home of prayer and penance
This
at Pedro Alba, Sarria, near Barcelona.
week the Marists have bought the old convent of
Carmel at Vich, which has been a military barrack as long as there was a soldier to occupy it.

It is stated that seventy-seven presidents directed the labors and exploits of the French convention. Eighteen of them perished on the scaffold. Three committed suicide. Eight were banished ; six thrown into prison; who were afterwards released; four became raving madmen.
Twenty-two were outlawed. Every president who
was twice elected died a violent death, and almost
all the secretaries died on the scaffold. Ambitious
men who live in stormy times will do well to ponder on these statistics.
The Marist Father Villard,who died in New Caledonia last summer, had been living there since
1855. At that time, the life of no white man,
even though he were a missionary, was safe from
the attacks of the aboriginal savages. At Touho,
one of his earlier posts, Father Yillard had a narrow escape from being roasted and served for a
banquet. Later on, at Poueho, he was harassed
more than a little by the machinations of the civil
authorities. His trust in God and in the Blessed
Virgin, together with his high personal courage,
helped him to overcome all < bstacles. For fifty
years, the leprosy, introduced no one knows how,
to
or by whom, has ravaged the land. In order
preserve the healthy part of the population from
contagion, those who were already contaminated
were separated by the Government and placed on
a ch trmina little island called Iielep, about twelve
A spiritual
leagues north of New Caledonia.
director was required, and Father Vtllard, another
Damien,vo'untered his services. He also adminhapistered the civil affairs of the island. This alas!
now,
and
ago,
years
four
pened about
Father Villard has g ne. He did not contract the
disease, although he was in daily intercourse with
the lepers. His death, at the age of seventy-four,
was the result of a dropsical affection.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS.

In Puritan Days.
Mr. Irving Allen contributes to the January
issue of Leslie's Popular Monthly a paper on
"Christmas," wherein he describes the manner in
which the great joyful feast was denied its proper
observance in New England when the Puritan
spirit shaped affairs here. As recently as half a
century ago, he says, Christmas obtained scarcely
any observance in New England, because of the
old Puritan prejudices which still hung darkly over
the land of Winthrop, Endicott and the Mathers.
"The Roman Catholic and Episcopal churches,"
Mr. Allen adds, "were, of course, open for the
celebration of the appointed services of the day,
and here and there some devout Catholic or churchman closed his office or place of business ; but it
was by no means then, as now, a legal or general
holiday ; nor was it even, as a rule, the happy occasion for the interchange of tokens of love and
friendship, the season for that, in my youthful
days, being the fiist of January New Year's.
In the neighborhood of Boston then the public
schools were closed on the latter holiday, and on
the now obsolete festival, May Day, but never on
Christmas, unless the day happened to fall on
Sunday or within the period of a semi-annual or
quarterly vacation." The truth of the foregoing
statements can be readily vouched for by many
New Englanders of the present day. Mr. Allen
mistakes, though, when he limits to devout Catholics? unless he wishes to include in that category
all Catholics the number of the faithful who
complied, in the times whereof he writes, on
Christmas day with that obligation of their Church
which forbids servile work on Sundays and holydays of obligation. For if there be any one day
in the year that Catholics even lax ones keep
holy by abstaining from work it is the feast of the
Nativity; though it is a matter of record that
here in New England, when the Puritan spirit prevailed, so intense was anti-Catholic prejudice, nonCatholic employers frequently insisted that their
Catholic help should work on Christmas under
penalty of losing their employment.
?

?

?

?

The Catholic Christmas.

Happily, things have altered for the better since,
and truer now than when they were spoken are the
words of Edward P>erett (quoted in this article),
who said, thirty-five years ago: "On Christmas
clay, beginning at Jerusalem, in the church of the
Sepulchre of Our Lord, the Christmas anthem has
traveled with the star that stood above his cradle,
from region to region, from communion to communion, and from tongue to tongue, till it has
compassed the land aud sea, and returned to melt
away upon the sides of Mount Zion." Mr. Allen
is doubtless warranted in a measure in asserting
that the changed sentiment of New England
towards Christmas and its observance is due to a
natural rebound from the grim Puritanic principles
that sought to proscribe the great feast; but a far
more potent agency in bringing that change about
has been the influence of the Catholic Church and
the unswerving fidelity and love with which its
children have ever kept the great feast of the
Nativity. In speaking of the antiquity of the
holyday, Mr. Allen cites the testimony of St.
Clement, the contemporary of St. Paul, who says :
"Keep diligently feast days, and truly in the first
place the day of Christ's birth." He adds that
Pope Telesphorus, in the year 137, ordered the feast
to be kept on Dec. 25, and that in the same year
Theophilus, Bishop of Gesarea, recommended its
observance "on whatever day the 25th of December shall happen." Sermons by St. Gregory and
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St. Basil are also adduced to show the great an- pression of facts, however abstruse their statetiquity of the observance of the day by the ments. They have not gone below or behind the
matter. They exp'ain other laws of nature and
Church.
their complex operations, the tide, eclipses, the

The Christmastide.
There is anotherpaper in this magazine, "English Christmas and Scottish New Year," whose
author, M. E. Leicester Addis, speaks of the
celebrations which were formerly held in many
European lands on the days following Christmas
and preceding that joyful feast. Then, we are
told, Christmastide began with Advent and lasted
until Twelfth Night, in some places continuing
even to Candlemas. In England, in its Catholic
days, the time from St. Nicholas day, Dec. 6,
until the feast of the Holy Innocents, or, as it was
called, Childermas day, as well as in many other
European lands, the children reigned supreme.
Special festivities were gotten up for their enjoyment, and in some English cathedral cities there
were installations of boy bishops, who, with their
chosen companions, went through the towns singing carols or chanting prayers. Of Scotland our
writer says that, since the so-called Reformation,
the place that Christmas formerly held has been
usurped by New Year's day, but the "reformers,"
it is added, did not in any way encourage or countenance religious services on that day, with the
result that "the most pagan observance of a pagan
feast has taken deepest root in Scotland, the home
of the covenanters and cradle of (Calvinistic)
theology."

"An Ideal Catholic City."
This is the title which Rev. Ethelred L. Taunton
bestows upon the historic town of Bruges, in Belgium, a highly interesting paper on which place
he contributes to the January number of the Messenger of the Sacred Heart. Father Taunton tells
us that, although Bruges may have lost some of
the commercial prosperity and importance that
once were hers, her people have retained that
lively faith and ardent devotion which have ever
been characteristic of them. He describes for us
the cathedral of St. Sauveur, which, he says, is
most interesting when regarded as a parochial
church, and where every day there are Masses
every half hour from 5.30 till the chapter Mass
at 9, with requiem or anniversary ones often celebrated at later hours. What is better still, these
Masses are well attended, for "no good Brugeois,"
says Father Taunton, "will think of beginning
the day without assisting at the Holy Sacrifice;
and there are but few who do not return in the
evening to get the last blessing of the Father of
the family." Then we have descriptions of the
devotion shown by all classes when the Viaticum
is borne publicly to some dying person, of the way
wherein weddings are celebrated and public processions held, especially the one of Corpus
Christi, which is really a state affair, the authorities, civil and military, joining with the ecclesiastical dignitaries to add to its pomp and splendor;
and every parish in the city and the various guilds
being represented therein by images of particular
saints, banners and other emblems, making the
display "a beautiful pageant of color, all most
artistically arranged and dressed."
Philosophy the Only Science.
Rev. P. A. Halpin, S. J., in the article which
he contributes to this magazine entitled, "Talks on
Ethics," claims that philosophy is the only branch
of human knowledge which really deserves to be
called a science. He holds that it is a misuse of
words to speak of natural sciences," for such
studies have never discovered anything in the
shape of an abstract principle, but have simply
stated facts and drawn conclusions therefrom.
Speaking of the professors of these natural sciences, the learned Jesuitdeclares that "they never,
as scientists and in their own domain, evolve anything like a law. Their laws are only the ex-

"

advent of a comet grand and magnificent, no
doubt. Please remember, though, that none of
the sciences, except philosophy, go beyond the
statement of facts." Father Halpin then goes on
to say that it is good to remind our natuial scientists frequently of these things, and to inform
them that while we are quite willing to acknowledge their authority when they confine themselves
to their own domain, we are not ready to yield to
them the whole world and the right to invade
places which do not belong to their sphere; a disposition which, it may be added, is characteristic
of many modern "scientists."
?

Father

Halpin

devotes the latter part of his

scholarly paper to the consideration of ethics as a
science, and the influence thereon of Christian

revelation, which, he says, furnishes the light
wherein that science proceeds. That science he
designates as a practical one, a gainful one and a
necessary one. Its practicability will not be called
into question, and of its profitableness the erudite
Jesuit says that it is the only science which rounds
off and finishes, as it were, the whole man, by
making of him a man whose morality in the
large sense of theword?is beyond reproach. Its
utility is so great that this moral science is necessary, absolutely necessary, for man's well-being
and the welfare of society; and on this point
Father Halpin well and pertinently declares:
There are so many conflicting opinions stated
nowadays on the essential points of man's moral
nature that there is nothing about which a man is
more anxious to be enlightened than about the
principles which guide him towards perfect doiDg.
American history brings before us in this conneo
tion the saying of the unsuccessful candidate that
he would sooner be right than be president.' Of
course it would have been more satisfactory to be
both ; but the high sentiment he expressed is latent
in every man who is not brutalized : who wants
not to be wrong."
The subject which Father
bis
theme
is one that most readHalpin chose for
and
uninteresting, howers are apt to consider dry
;
ever important it may be yet we question if that
fault will be alleged against this paper by any one
who peruses it, for its author's arguments are put
in a very clear and convincing form, and, so interesting and attractive is the style wherein it is
written, one loses sight in reading it of the argumentative character of his article.
?

"

'

ANOTHER RITUALISTIC RECALCITRANT.
The Review directed attention recently to the

decidedly hostile tone towards the lately-issued
pastoral of the Episcopalian prelates shown by the
Rev. Mr. Richie in the sermon preached by him
at the dedication of the church of St. Mary the
Virgin, in New York City. A still more defiant
attitude towards the pastoral was assumed by a
"high" churchman out at Omaha, who, while
complying with his bishop's order to read the
letter from his pulpit, commentedvery sarcastically
on certain passages therein, and, at the conclusion
of his reading, tore the pastoral into shreds in the
sight of his congregation. Such conduct certainly
has all the appearance of an open declaration of
war, and it is difficult to see how his bishop can
avoid calling this belligerent Ritualist to account
for his action. It is very doubtful if he will do
that, though, for the strength the Ritualists showed
at Minneapolis was considerable of a surprise to
the
low" churchmen, and the Episcopalian
church in this country is hardly strong enough to
invite a schism such as would inevitably follow if
its prelates undertook to discipline their recalcitrant Ritualistic rectors.

"
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Religous Maxims.

ChurcCalendar.
SUNDAY,

JAN.

5.

"

recalls.

We, who murmur and repine, and chafe and
fret all the day long if anything goes against us,
call ourselves disciples of the Sacred Heart; and
yet we have not so much as the will to bear the
cross, much less to love it.? Cardinal Manning.
It has been somewhere sated that the weavers
of the finest tapestries and laces never look at
their work, but keep their eyes steadily fixed on
the models which they hang high over their heads.
MONDAY.

There is a hook concealed in the bait which this
world throws out, for the love of worldly things
always produces numerous bitter fruits.? St.
Francis of Assisium.
True resignation is so powerful that it impelled
the Almighty to make himself one with our lowliness, and to transform us into him.
TUESDAY.

One great reason why the work of reformation
goes on slowly is because we all of us begin on our
neighbors and neverreach ourselves.
In denying mysteries because you can not comprehend them, you may as well deny our existence. Our very existence is a mystery we can
not comprehend.
WEDNESDAY.

What need hast thou of my 1 >ye, O my God ?
Wherefore dost thou desire it? What dost thou
obtain by it? Oh, blessed be thou for ever and
ever, God my heart! May all creatures love thee
most heartily ; may their praises be eternal like
thyself! St. Tkresa.
Lord Jesus, what could bring the sorrows of
dc 4b into the soul of life, if not love which, exciting commiseration, draws our mysteries into thy
?

sovereign heart?
THURSDAY.

The reason which should lead us to love our
neighbor is that he is loved by the heart of Jesus.
St. Alphonsus Liguori.
Let every dawn of morning be to you as the
beginning of life, and every setting sun be to you as
its close?then let every one of these shortlivesleave
its sure recotd of some kindly thing done for others
some good strength or knowledge gained for
?

?

yourselves.

_

FRIDAY.

It is not what the best men do; but what they
are, that constitutes their truest benefaction to
their fellow men. Certainly, in our own little
sphere, it is not the most active people to whom
we owe the most. Among the common people
whom we know it is not necessarily those who are
busiest, not those who. metr or-like, are ever on
the rush after some visible change and work. It
is the lives like the s'ars which simply pour down
on us the calm light of their bright, faithful being
up to which we look, and out of which we gather
the deepest calm and courage.
SATURDAY.

JAN.

G.

Feast of the Epiphany of Our Lord.
TUESDAY,

St. Lucian, Martyr.

JAN.

WEDNESDAY,

7.

JAN.

8.

St. Severinus, Abbot.
THURSDAY,

JAN. 9.
SS. Ju'.ian and Basilissa, Martyrs.
FRIDAY,

St. Agatho, Pope.

JAN.

THE FIFTH COMMANDMENT.

SUNDAY.

The vigil of the Epiphany. Though it be no
longer in this country a holyday of obligation, the
feast of the Epiphany, whose vigil is kept on this
the first Sunday of the year, continues to be one
of great devotion. The Church, inthe feast of
the Epiphany, commemorates three great events
in the life of its divine Founder, to wit, the Adoration of the Christ-Child by the Magi, the Baptism
of Christ in the Jordan and the Miracle of Cana;
and it has thus observed the day from at least the
fourth century. To the first of these events, however, the Mass of the feast gives the most importance, probably for the reason that the Adoration
of the Magi came first in the order of time; and
hence the gospel of the feast, St. Matthew ii., 1-13, gives us a graphic description of the coming
of the Wise Men from the East, whither the stalled them, until, at Bethehem, entering into the
house, they found the Child with Mary his Mother,
and falling down they adored him ; and opening
their treasures, they offered him gifts; gold,
frankincense and myrrh." The Scriptural scholars
interpret these offerings as signifying, first, the
royalty of Christ, gold being a kingly gift; his
divinity as one to whom prayers, typified by the
frankincense they laid at his feet, might be offered," and his humanity, to which allusion was
made in the gift of myrrh, a substance that was
used for the purpose of embalming bodies. The
Fathers, in their interpretation of this passage of
Holy Writ, however, take excellent care to remind
us that these gifts of the Magi should convey
practical lessons to us on this feast when the
Church commemorates their adoration of the
Christ-Child. They would have us, if we may not
lay gold at his feet, as did the Wise Men, at least
not forget to acknowl- dge his royalty and show
our acknowledgment thereof by bestowing alms
upon the poor or by supporting in the manner
that we should Christ's Church. If it be not ours
to offer him frankincense, we can at least attest
our faith in his divinity by rendering to him the
homage that belongs to him, and by beseeching
him through fervent prayers to supply our needs
and preserve us from temptation and sin. For
myrrh we can offer him our penances and mortifications, our trials and our sufferings ; and thus
enter into the spirit which filled the Magi, when
they knelt down beside his cradle and poured forth
their riches as gifts to the God whom they recognized and adored. They went not back emptyhanded to their kingdoms, for who can doubt that
the Christ-Child rewarded their faith and devotion
with the choicest gifts and graces; nt ither shall
we make unrewarded our offerings to him on the
feast of the Epiphany if, complying with the spirit
of the Church, and imitating the example of the
Magi, we give him the gold of our love and our
faith, the frankincense of our prayers and the
myrrh of obedience, self-denial and penance. Lei
us resolve to do that today when we keep the vigil
of the feast of the Epiphany, in commemoration
of the great events of Christ's life which the day
MONDAY,

ReligIous nstruction.

10.

SATURDAY, JAN. 11.
Pope and Martyr.
Hyginus,
St.

The battle of the world is going on in every
soul. All you need to do in society is to awaken
the higher life and set to work; the little
leaven will leaven the whole lump. All you have
to do in any individual heart U to kindle the
higher life and set it to work, and that higher life
will conquer all that is lower, because God is in
the higher life, and you can not defeat God.
The more we help others to bear their burdens
the lighter our own will be.
*??

The
and heroism which accept the
burdens of life and follow the call of duty, however footsore and weary, bring to the heart a
peace and serenity which are not far from true
happiness.
courage

The life that God has given us is the most precious and the most fundamentalof his gifts. Every
other benefit thatProvidence bestows implies and
supposes this first benefit of all. To live is, therefore, the primary of the rights of man. He who
first dared to violate this sacred right, and to attempt the life of another man, was the ex erable
Cain, the eldest of the sons of Adam. He had
one only brother, younger than himself, and also
holier, more gentle, more amiable, and consequently more beloved.
Pride and envy entered into the heart of Cain ;
the devil, who, by means of originalsin, had taken
from mm his spiritual life, desired to carry his
ravages still further, and to destroy the life of the
body. He inspired Cain with a terrible determination to kill his brother Abel; and one day, when
they had gone together to offer a sacrifice to God,
Cain rose up against his brother and murdered
him. Thus Cain (and Satan with him) became
the first homicide.
The fury of evil passions has often renewed
this horrible crime, of which Cain himself said :
My iniquity is greater than that I may deserve
pardon." All men who commit this sin are called
homicides.
Parricide is the term applied to the unnatural
son who murders his father or mother; infanticide to the father or mother who murder their
child ; and, finally, a suicide is the man who kills
himself.
There has been, however, one homicide more
guilty and more terrible than any we have named ;
it is that which was committed upon Good Friday
on Mount Calvary, by the deicidal Jews, upon the
adorable Person of our Lord Jesus Christ
Homicide is forbidden by the fifth commandment.
God, who is the author of all life, also constitutes himself its guardian, and forbids every man to
take away, u- justly, the life of his neighbor. We
say unjustly, because there are circumstances in
which we are permitted, or even commanded, to
deprive a man of life; for instance, when confronted by an assassin who desires to murder us,
or by an enemy in war.
It is also the right and the duty of civil authorities, by the comma, id of God himself, to put all great
criminals to death, not only in order to purge society, but also 10 punish them, and to make them
serve as an example to others.
But, beyond these exceptional cases, it is, we
repeat, strictly forbidden to attempt the life of
any one under any pretext whatsoever.
We are even forbidden to run a great risk of
killing any one ; by scientific experiments, for instance ; by laying senseless and dangerouswagers ;
by dueling, etc. To kill any one by accident and
without intention is not a crime, but a misfortune.
Such homicides would, however, be guilty if the
persons who committed them might have avoided
them by taking ordinary precautions. If we are
forbidden to take away our neighbor's life, we are
equally forbidden to take away our own. Our
life does not belong to us any more than does that
of our fellow men. It belongs to God alone, and
God alone can dispose of it. Suicide is a crime
beyond forgiveness ; it is the only one which can
not be pardoned, because it is the only one which
takes away all possibility of repentance. It is,
pre-eminently, the sin against the Holy Ghost,
who is the author of all life.
If any unfortunate man, overwhelmed by misery, shou'd be tempted to despair, let him revolt
against the terrible thought, with which the devil
will, perhaps, inspirehimto destroy himself ; and let
him remember that, in exchange for the transient
and endurable afflictions of earth, he will condemn
himself to the eternal fires of hell, and to the incomprehensible misery of damnation.
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Temperance.
A

WOMAN'S

FrienH
dly ints.

die yearly from overdrinking rum. Save our
Catholic youth by leading them into T. A. societies."

DON'T WAIT TILL IT IS TOO LATE.

WORDS.

Other enemies or maladies attack and may deMrs. Lake, the third vice-president of the C. stroy the life of the body, but drunkenness deThere are some pictures too sad almost to look
T. A. U. of America, is at present speaking in stroys the life of both soul and body, and consigns upon, and one of these is to see a wife and mother,
New England in behalf of the total abstinence :hem finally to the miseriesof hell; for St. Paul who has laid her life down for her family, when
cause. Her views on the temperance question may declares that " no drunkard shall enter the kingdom sljwly fading out of sight receiving at la3t the

be estimated from the extract from one of her recent addresses.
The cause of temperance has been so often
and well advocated," said she, to one of her audiences, in Connecticut, that I will try to avoid
the old-time beaten paths and put the matter before
you in another light. I believe we have outgrown
the idea that the rumseller must be abused.
There is a channel through which we may control
the traffic and that is through men's conscience.
In this way we appeal to the better self, and that
is the way I believe we should meet the question.
We should deal with the subj ct as in the line of
the man's duty to his God and his neighbor.
The existence of the licensed saloon as it
existstodayisduetothecarelessnessofmen. Those
who issue the license recognize a danger in it and
so restrict it so many feet from a c'luich or schoolhouse door. If there is danger, then, why not
keep it away from the home door? Restrict its
use and prevent the poverty that now is the result
of the use of strong drink. What will you say to
the neglect of the children? This is one of the
greatest questions in the whole subject?the
rights of the little ones. My heart goes out to
them and also to the drunkard who is weak by
nature and unable to withstand temptation. But
he can have a chance to reform and much praise
and good words can be given to the work and the
works of the Keeley institution. It is the moderate drinker that is the greatest stumbling-block to
the temperance cause.
B cause one man can drink a little other
young men think that they can do likewise and drink
or not as they please. The best way is to join a
total abstinence society and protect yourself and
be a beacon for others. It would be a good thing
if when the license quisti in was v ited on the
voters had two ballot boxes instead of one. Then
I think we would have a difference in the result.
The wealthy brewer, the ward politician and the
barroom fnquenter would vote in one box, but
the better class of cit'zens would not want to be
in that line and so would vote no."

"

"

"

"

of heaven."

tenderness

The man who puts an enemy in bis stomach to
steal away his digestion sins against himself; the
man who puts an enemy in his brains to steal
away his reason and make him temporarily insane
is liable to commitalmost any offense on the calendar of crime.

most dear to

The man who goes to a lunch-counter and consumes too much bread and butter and beef may do
himself a more serious injury, possibly, than he
would if he drank too much whisky at a bar, but
gluttony, unlike drunkenness, is not a menace to
the peace of society.

Weakness of the heart's action; softening of
the lung substance, thus leaiiug to consumption ;
diseased stomach, kidneys, and liver; and various
forms of alcoholism, the last stage of which is
known as delirium tremens are the inevitable
consequences of excessive drinking.
?

American citizenship should meam a sober
citizenship, one uncompromisingly arrayed against
the business of making men drunken and criminal
and a Government corrupt and despotic. The
liquor traffic is a barbarism utterly out of harmony
with our present civilization. All good citizens
look upon it as an unmixed evil.
The London Economist, an excellent authoritv
on such matters, estimates the cost of all the grt-at
wars of the world, for twenty-five years, from 1852
to 1877, including the Franco-German War and
our own Civil War, at $20,000,000,000. The cost
of intoxicants in the United States for the same
period was at least, $15,000,000,000.
Total abslin°nce, said Archbishop Ryan, in a
address, is certainly for many people the
safest mode of securing them against excess. Howmany noble souls have found themselves, befort
they knew it, cursed by a thirst for drink like to
that which in hell burned, without consuming, the
tongue of the rich glutton! The habit gradually
grew upon them and became stronger than themselves."

"

recent

It is the woman upon whom the curse of drunkenness rests most heavily, says the Index, and
The Young .Men's T. A. Society of Wallingford, when women unite to protect their homes from its
Ct., cleared about $4,000 by its recent fair.
blight their provocation and their aim should se
cure for them at least the respect of silence from
An excellent reso'ution for the new year will be those who do not believe in their remedies for an
the determination to practice total abstinence dur- evil that none can deny. Woman's suffering from
drunken husband, fathers, sons and brothers gives
ing the next twelve months, at least.
her a right to call for all the protection that society
can justly give.
The New Year finds new officers installed in
many of the C. T. A. Societies, and elections of
The Nickel Plate is another railroad that has
such officials have been numerous of late.
issued strict prohibitory orders to its employees
concerning the drinking of liquor or frequenting
The drunken father brings his wife and children saloons. It is said since this order was enforced
to poverty, he disgraces them, he hinders his chil- on the Nickel Plate that accidents are of rare ocdren from attending church and school; in a word, currence, and that a better class of employees has
pauperism, ignorance, and vice are the results of been secured, insuring better service than ever before known. Railroad companies are finding out
drunkenness in the father of a family.
that people would rather travel on a railroad that
One of the most energetic diocesan unions is is conducted on the anti-drinkiog plan.
that of Pittsburg, which has just issued a stirring
A minister of the Gospel once asked a saloonaddress, of which the following extract is well
his conscience never troubled him respectkeeperif
of
the
cause:
worthy ofconsideration by all friends
his
business.
The man said, " Come inside,
ing
will
A word to a fellow workman or friend
It
was
of the day. There were
to
sir."
the
middle
your
often set that man thinking. A word
usual
customers
about. The minister
of
the
pastor that you would like to see a T. A. Society none
The
went behind his own
grog-seller
in.
in your church will surely not be in vain.
You walked
Reverend sir, there
said,
it,
on
leaning
and,
bar,
don't work hard enough. Nobody ever died from
when
stand
behind
this
bar and look at
I
overwork in the temperance cause, yet thousands are times

?

to recognize our angels now ? Will you not act on
this suggestion? I met a beautiful woman the

other day, said a writer in the Ladies' Home
Journalrecently, whoreminded me of a time when,
at a seaside resort, I gave a talk to young girls.
T..is beautiful girl had just come toremain a week.
I talked that day about our mothers, how much
th<>y were to us, for, of course, they ciuld not always be with us, and how we shoul 1 regret the
little at'entions we had missed giving them. This
beautiful girl, an only chill, took it all in ; she
said she could hardly wait for me to get through.
She left on the next train for home, and start ltd
her mother by her sudden return. Her mother
exclaimed, "What is the matter?" "Oh, mamma,"
she said, "1 have come back to be attentive to
ynu. You won't die, will you, till lam a perfect
laughter?" Long after that I met that mother on
a train and she said to me,
I always thought
L? was about as good as she could be, but from
the day she returned from the sea that summer
she was absolutely perfect." That mother has
gone on and that daughter is now a mother herself,
md she has not to regret that she was not everything a daughter should be to a mother. There are
too many daughters who act as if their mothers
*rtre their servants.
lam not talking to mothers
j ist now, or I should say, Be careful. What some
might call your unselfi-hness may luiu your
diughter, and she, in turn, ruin others. Let your
children have the benefit of the thought that thty
ire to care for you, instead of you bting made to
care for them. You did care for them when they
could not care for themselve", now let them care
for you, and you be the strong angel mother to
your children; and I hope your children will be
he angels of your life, but angels down here need
training. The angels in heaven are represented
as doing the will of the Father
let us be as like
them as possible, living glad, obedient, happy
lives, and so make this earth more angelic !

"

?

TEMPERANCE NOTES.

"

"

the softened love tones of those

her, for wh'ch she had hungered for
many a long year. Still, better even so late than
notata'l, but do you not think with me, it is better

DON'T FRET!
Watch any ordinary coming together of people
and see how many minutes it will be before somethat is, makes a more or less combody frets
plaining statement of something or other, which
most probably every one in the room, or in the
railway carriage, or in the street, it may be, knew
before, and which probably nobody can htlp. Why
say anything about it? It is cold, it is hot, it is
wet, it is dry ; somebody has broken an appointment, or ill-cooked a meal; stupidity or bad faith
somewhere has resulted in discomfort
there are
plenty of things to fret about, if we are weak
enough to heed trifles. It is simp'y astonishing
how much annoyance may be found in the course
of every day's living, even at the simplest, if one
only keeps a sharp lookout on that side of things.
Even Holy Writ says we are prone to trouble as
iparks to fly upward. But even to the sparks flying upward, in the blackest of smoke, there is a
blue sky above, and the less time they waste on
the road, the sooner they will reach it. Fretting
is all time wasted on the road.
?

?

the men who fill this room ; I hear their blasphemy
an 1 their lewd songs ; I see their fighiing and their
a*ful misconduct, and I often say to myself, > If
there is a picture of hell on our earth, it is in places
like this."
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not think it is pretty, too, Uncle Jack? I will write you a pleasant Thanksgiving, and also hope that you and
your nieces and nephews may have the same.
some verses named :
Hoping to become one of your nieces,
"The Birds' Thanksgiving Song."
Anna Rogean.
A little bird with feathers brown,
Uncle Jack is delighted to hear from Anna, and
Sat singing on a tree,
thanks her for her good wishes. Next time she
The song was very soft and low,
But sweet as it could be.
writes, Uncle Jack will be pleased to have her tell
?

UNCLE JACK'S TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.

How to Get a Badge and Manual.

But all the bright eyes looked in vain,
For birdie was so small,
And with the modest dark brown coat,
He made no show at all.

already.
We can not give badge and Manual for any
special or reduced rate subscriptions, but only
when the full rate ($2) is paid to this office,

peter's discovery.

Jamaica Plain, Mass., Nov. 17, 1895.
Dear Uncle Jack :
I wish to become a member of the League of Little
Defenders of the Holy Name. I will be twelve years
old Christmas. My father takes the Kkview. I would
like a badge and Mauual very much if you will please
send them to me. I remain,
Your loving nephew,
Thomas Dolan.
?

" Why, father," little Mabel said,
can that birdie be,
" Where
sing song

If I could
a
like that,
I'd sit where folks could see."

direct.]
First of all this week we shall have a little story
which will interest some of Uncle Jack's small
boys. Then the letter writers shall have a chance
to be heard. They've been waiting very patiently.
Very soon now Uncle Jack hopes to hear all about
the New Year's efforts to increase the membership
of the League of Little Defenders. What are
you doing to spread the knowledge of the League,
Tommy and Johnny and Mamie and Susie and all
the rest of you ?

him about the books she has read and the story she
likes best. Then there are the games the children
play and the pet animals which Anna or her
playmates like. Uncle Jack will be interested in
hearing about all these things.

But all the people passing by,
Looked up to see the bird,
That made the sweetest melody,
That ever had been heard.

[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the
Review, or renews an old subscription, with two
dollars for the year, will receive a badge and a
Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get
the badge for you, send in your name and be
enrolled as a member, and sign the Leaguepromise
and keep it, ?that is, if you are not a Defender

The birdie is content to sit,
Unnoticed by the way,
And sweetly sing his Maker's praise,
From dawn till close of day.

Uncle Jack wishes Thomas many happy returns
of his birthday. To have such a great day for
So live, my child, through all your life,
one's anniversary ought to make one try extra
That be it short or long,
hard to be noble and upright in all one's doings,
Though others may forget your looks;
and to follow in the footsteps of that Child of
They'll not forget your soug.
Bethlehem whose birthnight is celebrated on the
Yours respectfully,
same date as Tommy's. Thomas mu3t try to
Grace Diez.
get a new subscriber. Then he will be entitled to
There is just one thing Grace forgot? How a badge. His father's subscription was sent in
many of you can tell what it is? Has Grace read by a boy trying for the scholarship prize, so it
Under the Spreading Chestnut Tree " or The couldn't count for a badge, too.
Flowers " or the Monk Felix "
Clinton, Mass., Nov. 16, 1895.
Uncle Jack likes all of Longfellow's poems. Dear Uncle Jack:
Probably Grace would like to read about HiawaI have to thank you very much for your criticisms of
last letter. I think they will help me greatly in
my
tha's childhood.
future letters. Perhaps it is not too late to tell you a
Somerville, Mass., Nov. 15, 1895.
little more about my favorite books. I think I will tell

don't have to shovel paths," mut- "
" Other boyscrossly,
as he took the big wooden

"

"

tered Peter,
snow-shovel and went out into the yard. " Other
boys don't have to work, same as I do. Other
boys don't?"
" Hullo, Peter!" shouted Tommy Eaton's cheery Dear Uncle Jack:
you a little more about the " Men of Achievement." The
voice. " Going to shovel?"
This is my first letter to the League. I attend St. first volume, entitled '? Inventors," tells all a'lont AmerI always
so," said Peter, sullenly.
S'pose
grade.
We have ican inventors from Benjamin Franklin up to Thomas
Joseph's school and am in the eighth
"
"
have to."
been taking the Sacred Heart Kkview for nearly a Edison. I like Edison the best, perhaps on account of
" Isn't it fun?" exclaimed Tommy. "The year and still I have not become a Defender. While we his inventions being made lately. All the inventors
snow is as light as a heap of feathers, this time. were on our vacation at Crescent Beach I found a badge seem to have had great dillieulties to contend with.
since. When we renew our sub- This book is
by P. G. Hubert and is very interesting.
Last Monday it was as heavy as lead. Snow like which I have worn write
and ask
send
an?

?

feathers is better for shoveling than snow like
lead, every time, isn't it?"
S'pose so," said Peter.
I'll race y >u down to the front gate, Peter!"
exclaimed Tommy, briskly, and I don't believe
you can beat me if you try, either. I've shoveled
all our paths this winter, and grandma Barton's
driveway besides, so, you see, I'm pretty well

"
"

"

used to shoveling by this time."
Peter's face brightened at the thought of a race.
" I'll do it!" he said, smiling; and then how
fast those shovels did go!
Peter woiked with a will, and he laughed and
laughed and shouted, "Hooray!" when he got
ahead of Tommy and reached the front gate first.
"Why-ee! 1 didn't know that you could
shovel as fast as that!" said Tommy, in surprise.
" Why don t you work that way every time, and
?

you to
me
scription I intend to
other badge and also a Manual. I was going to try for the
vacation prize, but we were having such a nice time at
the beach all summer that I did not find time. I mean
to write often now that I have begun, and I think I will
try to organize a Chapter.
You asked. Uncle Jack, for a pretty poem for the flyleaf of a wild-flower scrap-book. I think this one is
simple aud pretty i

The second volume is entitled " Explorers and Travelers," and is written by General A. W. Greeley. This
volume is not quite so interesting to me as the other
books are.
The third volume, entitled " Men of Business," is by
Stoddard, and deals with the principal business men of
this country. These men all seemed to have begun very
humble in life, but, animated with energy, they rose to
some of the highest stations in life.
The fourth volume, entitled Statesmen," is by Noah
them,
jostle
South winds
Brooks, and deals with the lives of American statesmen.
Bumble bees come,
I have uotieed in some of these lives of statesmen, men
Hover, hesitate,
of business and inventors, especially those of Astor and
Drink and are gone.
Vanderbilt, what an indifferent eye they have towards
Butterflies pause
religion. All they seem to have cared for was worldly
On their passage to Cashmere
fame, no matter how it was obtained. But I believe as
I softly plucking,
I have read, " There is nothing better than to deserve
Present them here! "
success."
Now, Uncle Jack, I must close my letter. With best
Your loving nephew,
Henry O'Brien.
wishes for the success of the Sacred Heart Kkview,
I remain,
Just think a minute, Henry. Do you really beYour loving niece,
May E. Hani.ey.
lieve, when you come to think of it, that there is
nothing better than to deserve success ?" It
Of course May is very welcome to the ranks of seems to Uncle Jack that there are many things
the Defenders. She must be about the three thoubetter than to deserve success, for instance, to
?

"

"

get it over with quick?"
I don't know," said Peter, slowly. " I guess
I'll commence now."
I guess you won't," answered Tommy. " I sandth member. But Uncle Jack can't help
"
guess you'll have to wait until the next snowstorm, feeling sorry for the Defender who lost that
'cause you haven't got any Grandma Barton's badge. He always feels sorry when he finds anydriveway."
thing, because he knows someoneelse lost it. But,
I'll help you," declared Peter, so down the of course, if you couldn't find the owner you
"
street the two little boys ran.
might as well wear it. Perhaps May can found a
And would you believe it, Peter watched Chapter. Has she explained to all her schoollongingly for the great gray clouds that told of the mates what the badge means? Next time she
coming snowstorm, and mamma never heard a writes perhaps she will tell the Pet Club a little
word about Oiherboys don't," that wholewinter story or tell us of the bravest deed she ever
"
long, for Peter had discovered that " other boys heard of.

"

do!"

Boston, Mass., Nov. 2G, 1895.

Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 23, 1895.
Dear Uncle Jack:
You told me to write soon again, so I thought I
would. I do not think I know the flower I told you
about. It was a small flower about the size of a daisy.
It is like a small sunflower. I will tell you which one of
Longfellow's poems I like best. I like the Wreck of
the Hesperus " best. I think it is very pretty. Do you
?

"

Dear Uncle Jack:?
I have never written to you before but I thought I
would like to. My brother takes the Sacred Heart
Review and I read the letters of the girls and boys.
I would like to become one of your nieces if agreeable
to you. I am eleven years old and in the second class of
the Franklin Grammar School. We have had a vacation
since last Thursday and we will have to go back to
school the Monday after Thanksgiving. I hope to have

"

have done one's best to live up to that greatest of
all the commandments, Thou shall love thy neighbor as thyself." One may do that, you know, and
be very unsuccessful according to ordinary standards. What do you suppose Father Damien would
say was the best ? You know the story of Father
Damien's life, don't you? It isn't long ago since
Uncle Jack told you the little anecdote about Sir
Be goo ,"
Walter Scott when he was dying.
son-in-law;
nothing
else
Lockhart,
his
he said to
come
to
lie
here."
Just
you
will comfort you when
what does Henry mean by highest stations in life?
Does he mean those men grew rich? Uncle Jack
had not thought of the Astors and Vanderbilts as
indifferent to religion. They certainly gave immense sums to churches and charitable institutions.
There are two great hospitals in Nevy York which
owe their existence to the Vanderbilts and there is
a church which the same family has endowed with

"

"
"
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some hundreds of thousands of dollars. The Astors, too, gave great sums to churches and
educational institutions. The great Astor Library,
which has one of the finest collections of Catholic
works in the country, so Uncle Jack has been
told, was founded and is supported by Astor millions. Uncle Jack has not read Noah Brook's
biographies of these men, but he thinks there is
little fault to be found with them on the score of
indifference to religion. Generally speaking, they
spent their money well. The city they lived in is
more beautiful as a result of their having money,
and the people have some fine educational institutions and hospitals which they might not have
had otherwise. If there is any fault to be found
with those particular millionaires it is with the
way they got their wealth. A good many folks
think it was at the expense of others and wasn't
honestly earned ; that they gave back to the people
only a little of what they took from them. When
Henry is a little olderhe mustread some books on the
science of business. Perhaps he might begin on
Walter Besant's stories, "All Sorts aLd Conditions
of Men" and "Children of Gibeon." Then he
might read Professor Richard T. Ely's
Intioduction to Political Economy." Questions relating
to the obtaining of riches are bound to be more
and more discussed as the years go on and no
doubt some of Uncle Jack's boys will be in the
midst of the argument. They can not begin too
soon to take an interest in the subject and to read
good books relating to industrial problems, as they
are called. But there, Uncle Jack is probably
talking for boys of twice your age.
Uncle Jack.

HEART REVIEW.

Himalaya mountains, the nuns of Jesus and Mary;
among the lepers, the Dominicans in Trinidad, the
Sisters of Charity in Louisiana, the Franciscans at
Molokai. In China, the Helpers of the Holy
Souls in Northern Africa, the White Sisters ; in
Southern Africa, the Red Sisters; the Grey Nuns
in Canada, the Ursulines among the Rocky Mountain Indians ; the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament
among the negroes ; the Little Sisters of the Poor
in Constantinople ; the Sisters of Charity on the
battlefield and in the pest-house ! When we have
said all this, is it even a tithe of what might be
said ?
And the missionary priests ! Well, let a nonCatholic and an Englishman sing their praises.
I can speak with all knowledge and admiration of the Roman Catholic missionary priest,
whose heroism I have saluted reverently in every
section of the hottest fight. Always kind, always
gentle, always genial, the traveler's sure and
sympathetic friend, no matter what his creed or
nationality, the padre stands your friend.
"On to Australia, where, in the wild and sterile
regions of theBush townships, none but the hardiest
dare venture, there have I met the Catholic priest,
never impatient, never thrusting his religion in
the godless haunts of men; but, on the other
hand, always ready to ride away on a perilous
journey to do an act of kindness to the sick or
disabled, be he creedless or of any creed.
And on to China. Do you rememberthe hill
with the mission on top where we used to visit ?
Do you remember how we ascended with skeptical
comments on the priests, and came away hushed
and subdued by that mysterious strength of gentleness and charity which conquered us into respect
A World-wide Journey.
and inward marvel of what we had not sufficiently
(Continued from page 5.)
developed ourselves to understand?
And on to Borneo. How gladly we welcomed
thy side. The strength of the Gentiles shall come Father Jackson and his simple, kindly curates!
to thee."
There was something so openly, marvelously
Father Faber says of the s'ory of the three similar to the creed they preached, in the life they
kings that
there is something' exotic in the led.
beauty of the whole mystery. It almost makes
And in Selangor. Ten dollars a month, for
Bethlehem too beautiful. It dazzles us with its provisions, was all their salary, and that bought
outward show. They who dwell much in the dry fish and rice. A mud hut to live in, built on
world of the Sacred Infancy know how, often- the ground where even a native would not accept,
times, meditation on the kings is too stirring and accommodation. They said Mass in their little
exciting for the austere tranquility of contempla- churches, and between services ministered to sick
tion, too manifold in the objects it brings before and decrepid coolies, sharing their food, and comus, too various in the objects it leaves behind. forting, comforting, all that was in their power."
Truly it is beautiful beyond words! a household
Everywhere the traveler finds them ; everywhere
mystery to those eagles of prayer to whom beauty our dear Lord's eye sees them and his heart loves
brings tranquility, because they live in the voice- them in their world-wide work for him. And all
less upper sunshine ! With most of us it is not are bound together in one tic of union, their
so. They who feed on beauty must feed quietly, humble, glad obedience to the vi-ible head of the
or it will not nurture the beautiful within them." visible Church. Let our hearts visit with his our
As the Babe from his throne on Mary's knee brave comrades of the advance-guard of the Holy
looked lovingly at those wise nvn bending in their Catholic Church. And everywhere is the star of
amazing faith and humbleness before him, we can the tabernacle telling us that the same sacraments
easily fancy the yearning expression on his infan- are the stay and strength of our brethren and of
tine divine countenance. For in those kings he their converts to the faith.
saw the nations of the wide earth calling to him,
Oh, why will not other men see the evidence,
and he longed to save them all. And tonight his so plainly given by facts like these? Why go
Sacred Heart is still filled with that same ardent among the heathen, carrying other creeds, other
love. What can we do to satisfy its desires?
churches ? Beg God we may all be one. Think
Think first what our brothers and sisters are what Catholic missionaries have accomplished
doing, men and women of like mould with us, in without money and without reward. Think what
Europe, Asia, Africa, America and the islands non-Catholics have not accomplished, after all the
of the sea. Be sure that he is thinking of them wealth lavished upon their work. Let us make it
tonight in their deep, unselfish love for him and our Epiphany prayer that the hearts of all men may
souls. Let us follow his thoughts around the be softened, and the blindness fall from their eyes,
and they may learn to seek Jesus with Mary, and
world.
ice.
the
Sisters
fields,
north,
far
the
find him by the guiding of the altar-star!
among
In the
of St. Anne in Alaska. In the far south, where
Il is an interesting fact that Mr. Stirling menthe cold Atlantic waters meet the Pacific around
dismal, lone Cape Horn, the nuns of our Lady tions in these reports, that land crabs may be of
Help of Christians, in Patagonia and Terra del use to the miner in showing where the coal seams
Fuego. In Mexico, the nuns of the Sacred Heart; lie. The crab, in burrowing his hole, often brings
in Australia, the Sisters of Mercy; in Turkey, in up pieces of coal from the subsoil, and this cirIndia, in Rangoon, the Sisters of the Good Shep- cumstance has been used in Victoria to locate the
herd; in the West Indies, in Shanghai, in Cochin position of the beds, and even in tracing outcrops
China, the Sisters of St. Paul; at the foot of the where the rock is masked by alluvium.

,
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FamSilr cience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE.
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.

In the reports on the Victorian coal-fields, No.
3, the assistant geological surveyor, Mr. James
Stirling, affirms that the coal-seams of South
Gippsland have, in all probability, been formed by
the drifting of vegetable matter from a distance,
and not as the result of the growth and decay of
plants in the places now occupied by carboniferous
strata. The opinion that the formation of coal
has been by the gradual deposition of debris
drifted from more remote forest-covered areas is
not an entirely new one, several geologists having
advocated it in trying to solve the difficult problem of the origin of coal formation. The facts
which Mr. Stirling brings forward to support his
opinion are: the absence of foundation stones
containing roots, the occurrence of water-worn
quartz pebbles, and of lenticular deposits of
shelly matter in the coal seams, the difference in
the physical structure of the coal, the remarkable
variation in the thickness of some of the seams,
and the existence of false-bedded strata above and
below the coal.
The popular belief in the efficacy of red light in
the treatment of small-pox cases is well known.
The recent investigations of Doctor Finsen of
Copenhagen show that this belief has a foundation in science. Doctor Finsen finds that, owing
to the fact that actinic rays increase the inflammation of the skin, he has obtained good results
by keeping smallpox patients in non-actinic light.
In order to secure this effect the exclusion of the
chemical rays must be absolute; even a brief exposure to daylight is liable to produce suppuration and its sequetse. This effect may be obtained by the use of red window-glass or red curtains. It is necessary, however, that either should
be thick enough to produce a deep red color.
Artificial light, such as that of a candle, may be
used occasionally without danger. It is desirable
that the treatment should be commenced as early
as possible
the nearer the beginning of suppuration the smaller the chance of success. It is
essential that the patient remain in the red light
until the vesicles have dried up.
?

Mr. J. D. Batten, in Nature Notes, records
some experiments which he made on bats in captivity. Mr. Batten says that though the common
bat appears to be almost blind he never knew one
to fly against any object, light or darkness apparently making no difference in its flight. Mr.
Batten fed his captives on flies, moths, and grasshoppers,and, when thesebecame scarce,upon mealworms. He experienced no difficulty in making
them feed. Of three bats set to hibernate at the
end of November, two were found dead at the
end of the following January. The other was
perfectly strong and its fur in good condition.
It fed well and the hibernation had not affected its
power of flight. Mr. Batten finds that when bats
are asleep in October and November they sometimes take as long as a quarter of an hour to
waken. When thoroughly asleep the bat is absolutely cold to the touch. If taken in the hand a
faint, slow throbbing may be soon heard if it is
placed to the ear. Gradually the throbbing becomes quicker and quicker until it is impossible
to count the beats. At the same time the body
increases in heat rapidly. The throbbing at last
becomes a continuous whirr, not unlike the purring of a cat, and the body feels quite hot to the
hand. Then the throbbing slows somewhat and
becomes almost inaudible, the bat coughs or
sneezes, chatters a little with its teeth, and begins
to move about, expecting to be fed.
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nugst urselves. lack of thoroughness. They fail
Conducted

by

Aunt Bride.

One of Aunt Bride's girls is going
to begin to earn her own living presently. She wishes Aunt Bride to give
a little talk on the neds of business
girls. It is a pleasant little note, with
an exultant ring about it. Evidently
the writer does not think it a misfortune that she can not stay at home
and occupy her time with crochet
work and novels. She is a sensible,
ambitious little woman who knows no
nonsense about work being unladylike. Work, no doubt, to her seemnecessary human discipline. Or perhaps, like most of us, all her folks
have had to work at something or
other and it seems a matter of course
to her to do likewise.
The first thing Aunt Bride always
feels like saying to her girls when they
set out to conquer fame and fortune,
some of them do dream extravagant dreams before they realize the
limited possibilities of five or six dollars a week
is be good.
That
should be the first thing and the last
thing. Surroundings change, customs
are different, but moral principles are
applicable in all places. The commandments are in force in workshops
and offices as well as at home and a
school. Take your home standard
with you and live up to it. If it's
wrong to steal at home or in school it
is equally wrong to appropriate the
firm's postage stamps, pencils and
paper or the oddi and ends of cloth
or thread unless, of course, you have
asked and obtained permission from
the persons in charge. But don't
make the mistake of insisting that
every one else shall live up to jour
standard. Make sure that you live
up to it as nearly as possible yours If.
Don't make your superior virtue more
conspicuous than is necessary. Or?

?

dinary human beings detest prigs,
that is, people who want the other
fellow to see how much better they
are than he is. On the other hand,
most of us have a strong admiration
for those who conscientiously strive
to live up to their ideal of goodness.
We are influenced largely by those we
admire; therefore, if you want to be
an influence for good, just try to be
good yourself without trying to improve others. There is always the
possibility that they don't need improvement as much as you think. An
excellent motto for working girls as
well as other girls is contained in these
verses. They apply equally well to
the giil who bends over a typewriter
or a hot stove or a loom.
Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be

clever;
Do noble things, not dream them all
day long;
So shall thou make life, death and the
great forever
One grand, sweet song.

Next to being good, is being
thorough. On second thought, perhaps that's a part of being good.
Conscientious persons always try to
do their best. The greatest fault of
women in business pursuits is this

HEART REVIEW

just
where those who know women's ways
would expect them to succeed, in attention to details. They slight things,
scamp their work, as workmen say.
This common failing among women,
together with custom, is partly to
blame for the lower wages which
women invariably receive in positions
which have hitherto belonged to men.
The girl who wants to succeed must
put her whole self into the work. She
must concentrate her attention. The
bicycle is helping women more than
most people think in supplying this
particular lack of concentration, but,
unfortunately, few working womencan
afford to ride the wheel. If you're a
saleswoman don't undertake to se'l
goods and chat at the same time.
Keep your mind on your work while
you're wrrking. Learn all you can
about the details of the business.
Learn to ask questions intelligently,
politely and persistently. Don't do a
thing with an eye to that and nothing
more. Aunt Bride knows some girls
who work in a type foundry. They
run machines and work by the piece.
Some of them have operated the machines for years, yet there isn't one of
hem who has taken the trouble to
learn how to throw off a belt or put
back a loosened bolt or to set the
machine to a new measure. All of
them are such simple things a small
boy can do them, and one is hired for
the purpose. Every few minutes one
of the girls is obliged to call Billy to
fix her machine. She loses valuable
time eveiy day because she does not
take sufficient interest in her work to
learn the simplest thing outside of
just what she is paid for doing.
Good manners are a very necessary
part of the equipment of the girl who
wishes to win success in business
pursuits. She must be polite to everybody, but her courtesy must be backed
up by dignity. She must be courteous to her employer and to those who
work with her
and that is all. To
allow politeness and friendliness to
degenerate into familiarity is fatal.
Young girls need warning on this
point. They will be very sorry if
they allow themselves to become overfriendly with people whom they meet
in business hours. A large quantity
of reserve is a good balance wheel to
the necessary courtesy and kindliness which must characterize a business girl's manner. Don't be hale
fellow, well met" with your employer
or your fellow employees. Ou the
other hand, don't be silly enough to
be offended if men smoke in the office
or go about in their shirt sleeves, or
if the proprietor fails to tip his hat.
And don't cry if ordeis are given in a
short, sharp tone of voice. If you
do, you would better go home and
stay there.
The woman who cries
is not fit for a business office. Besides, the short, sharp tone simply
means that a man has a great deal of
work to be done in the shortest possible space of time. It is characteristic of people who conduct big businesses and employ many people.
Other men don't notice it. In other
words, Aunt Bride means be sensible,
be discreet. If you like fun and
?

joking and a bit of nonsense, as we
all do, wait until you get home to
have it.
Then there is health. Aunt Bride
has told her girls a great many times
how important good health is to the
woman who wants to succeed at anything. And good he dth is largely a
matter of proper food taken at regular intervals, sufficient exercise,
proper clothing and fresh air. Eat
good wholesome food at the same

timeeveryday. Goouttoyourluncheon
and have it hot, if you possiby can.
At any rate, if you must eat a cold
luncheon, go out at noon time and
walk around a few blocks. If you
can't do that perhaps you can open a
window and draw in a few good long
breaths of fresh air and go through a
few sim.ile gymnastic exercises.
Dress is very important, too. The
working woman who wants to succeed
can not afford to neglect her personal
appearance. That does not mean
she must wear her Sunday clothes
dress must
every day. It means
be suitable. It should be plain and
neat and comfortable. Jewelry and
feathers and furbelows are out ofplace in a workshop. A brown or
blue serge made wi ha plain, doublebreasted waistis the most serviceable
gown for workaday wear. To go with
it there should be a plain walking hat
over which a veil fits easily on cold
mornings. Shoes should be lowheeled and thick-soled. Ulsters are
warm, but they are apt to be too h avy
for comfortable walking and the g rl
who w rks all day in a stuffy < dice or
workshop should walk to or from her
home, if she p ssibly can.
These are not half the things Aunt
Bride would like to say to her girl
who is going to be a work'ng woman
presently, hut perhaps they will do
for a beginning.
Aunt Bride.

An official of the Salvation Army
recently asked Archbishop Eller of
Cincinnati for a commendationof that
organization. Inreplvthe Archbishop
sdd : "Ac immendati >n would imp'y
that your body h Ids an authoritative
commission from G id to preach his
Gospel and to teach men his doctrines
and his laws. S ich a commendation
I c mid not give. I suppose that you
?ire aware of the position of the Catholic Church in this reja d. She holds
fiat thisauthor! ativecommissi >n was
given exclusively 10 her, in our Lord's
command to the apodles ' to teach
all na'ions.' and in his promise to be
' with th m till the end of the world':
' He that heareth you, heareth me.'
On the oth »r hand, when any persons,
in the Church or out of it, make use
of opportunities to draw their neighbors away from sin, and to turn their
minds and hearts towards God, everyone wh > loves God must be glad of
th \u25a0 good that is done. And I have
much resp< ct for men and women who
apply themselves earnestly to such
work, according to their knowledge
and opportunities."
?

In his reply to the cardinals who
waited on him before C iristmas to
wish him ihe blessing of that holy
season, the Holy Father said that the
numerous trials afflicting the Church
and disturbing the world deman ltd
fervent, perseverirg prayers in order
to assure a fu 1 development of the
Catholic spirit now awakening, to obtain the return of dissident bodies to
the bosom of the Church and to overcome the spirit of impiety that was
rebelling against supernatural order
and region.
9

Bi-iioi" Iff.ekschaertof the Indian
Ti rntory is seriously ill at a New Orleans' infirmary, but his physicians
hope for his recovery.
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tonsilitis, la grippe, sore throat, colic, croup, cholera morbus,
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mum--s, neuralgia,sciatica, bites, burns, scalds, stings, sore lips, every ache or
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It was devised by an old fashioned, noble
hearted Family rhysicinn in ISIO, for the g od
of ],is fellow men. It has stood on its own
intrinsic merit. Generation after generation
have used it with entire satisfaction and transmined tire knowledge of its worth to their
children as a valuable inheritance. For m'er
80 years the demand for it has steadily increased. All who use it aie anazid at its
marvellous power, and are loud in its praise
ever after. It is naed and recommended by
P ns's! cianseverywli( ie. It i> unlike any other.
It is superior to any other. Its electric energy
exciting the organs to »ore vlgoioua exertion,
thus;;ivi:rrthcinth< powi rtothiov. off disease
Every Mother should have it in (he house.
dropped on angar Buffering children love it
It ii ie rjn{veraal Household Remedy for oil.

\u25a0

It is the great vital and muscle nervine. Its special province being the
treatment of inflammation, whether internal or external. Inflammation is
an unsound condition of any part of the body, manifested outwardly by redness and swelling attended with heat and pain, manifested inwardly by
congestion of the blood vessels with obstructions of the blood current and
growthof unsouud tissue, causing irritations, pain and inflammatory diseases.
For more than forty years I have used John- T sc J°' lns °n's Liniment for catarrh. I had
Anodyne
almost
lor

"

.

recommended
Anodyne Liniment
nnv. I use it as you direct.
South Windham, Vt.

son's
Liniment in mv family 1 re- tried
everything
pard it one of the best and safest family mcd- catarrh, but find Johnson's
icines: used internal and external in all cases, far
0. H. Ingalls, Dea. 2d llapt. Ch., Bangor Me.

superior to

J_l-

Wiui'r-i.,

,

The Doctor's Signature and Directions are on every bottle.
, ,,
c,s: s,x
If you can't ret it send to ?s price
I? Sol<i by drnnrUta. r-amnhlet free,
1. S. JOHNSON & CO
5 Custom House Street, Boston, Mass., Sole Proprietory
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CatholicMissions.
IN COOK ISLANDS.
Rev. Father Castanie of the Congregation of Picpus, writing from the
Cook Islands to the superior of his
order, thus describes a portion of his
passage out from Europe to his present field of labor. Later in October,
writes lite missionary, "we came
in sight of 3Ianke, the first island of
the Cook mission. We wished to
visit it. Unfortunately there is no
landing-place, and to get us there it
was necessary to run the ship's boats
over the rocks, a very dangerous feat
when the sea is rough. Od that particular day it was calm. The sailors
sprang into the sea, waited for a formidable billow, and when it arrived
pushed the boat with it over the rocks,
and so we landed without the slightest
apprehension. The shore is covered
with boats arrangedin two linesround a
large budding in the centre. It seems
to be the market-place ; it must also be
the arsenal, because there are a great
many cannons under its roof. The
boats are of different shape to those
in Tahiti; they are more elegant.
There are some double ones for the
Maroro fishing (flying-fish). One
of these is very large, composed of
two g;gantic tamanu, measuring not
less than twenty yards in length. It
had been, doubtless, the flagship;
now, alas! there is but a remnant
left of it.
" The market-place, the arsenal,
the gate, the huts, all are deserted.
Although it is Saturday, it seems to
be Sunday for this little population ;
and not to be wanting in devotion
they have gone to a sermon, where
we must also go if we wish to make
their acquaintance. The only town
that Mankd possesses is situated in
the middle of the island. A beautiful road leads to it; it is the work of
the natives. The vicinity of the sea
offers only an amalgratn of coralliferous rocks, scarcely concealed under
the tufts of grass, interspersed here
and there with some solitary trees ;
but, by degrees, as you advance into
the Ulterior, the aspect becomes quite
different; good soil appears ever
more abundantly and the eye ' rests
with pleasure on the luxuriant vegetaton of the tropics. We soon see
the town surrounded with walls and
palisades. At the same time that we
enter, the devout are coming out of
the Protestant chapel; they run forward and show us their joy by shaking hands with us warmly. But here
comes a woman walking majestically
towards us, with a big Bible under
her arm. Bow to her, she is the wife
of the viceroy! Invited to visit her
house, we follow her and the crowd
The palace is
ccines behind us.
simple, modest, and comfortable.
"After an interchange of friendly
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edifice. Pictures, sculptures, superb
columns of tamanu, and a large and
beautiful pulpit ornament the interior
finely enough. As soon as he sees
us, the tall deacon hastens to come
and shake hands, and immediately
begins to enumerate his titles, speaking in a loud voice as if he were in a
market-place. The multitude, it is
true, were chatting away freely and
so obliged our guide to adopt a more
solemn tone. Having arrived at the
foot of the pulpit: Mount,' said
he, mount.' We hesitate a moment;
curiosity urges us and we mount the
s'aircase; profound silence in the
assembly. We contemplate for a
moment this crowd which has been so
qtrckly silenced, we examine the
work of the beautiful tamanu pulpit,
and descend to the great disappointment of the spec'ators.
Upon going out of the chapel we
are met by the Protestant minister,
who had also come to greet us, with
the sister and mother of one of our
catechists,a convertedProtestantminister. This latter invites us to her
house, where she wishes to make us
paitake of a little meal; but on our
refusal, she contents herself with
offering us a fine mat as a sign of
welcome, and we return to the viceroy's house, still followed by a crowd
eager to hear and see us. Father
Provincial thought that the time had
come to speak. He, therefore, explained the motive of our arrival and
pointed out in a few words which
were the most important points of the
Catholic faith. lie was listened to
with so much good will that, when
he had finished, all his hearers hastened to invite him to stay with them.
What a pity! we were obliged to
depart for Rarotonga ; the boat was
waiting for us. We promised to return soon and descended to the shore,
escorted by a crowd of good people
who insisted on accompanying us as
far as the sea.
They themselves
launched our boat over the rocks.
They several times wished us a good
journey,begging us to make a speedy
return. They are a simple people
and very much disposed to profit by
the zeal of a missionary.
"After having danced all night on
the billows, our ship found herself at
the break of day in front of the island
of Atiu, which is much larger than
Mankc, of an average elevation of
about 900 feet. It is a part of my
vast parish."

'

'

"

The Propaganda has established in
the ancient vicariate apostolic of
Lower California a new mission which
will be confided to the priests of the
seminary of SS. Peter and Paul,
founded in Rome for the missions by
Pope Pius IX. The new mission will
have for its first apostles Fathers
Pettinelli, superior Dominick Scarpetia, and Paul Rivelli,priests, pupils

the chapel of tbe said seminary.

remarks, we are brought to
through a narrow pafh raised, like
the chapel, about a yard above the
surrounding land. I believe that it
is a necessary precaution owing to
the torrents of rain which arc fre- :
quent here. A rather fantastic door
at the entrance introduces us to

,

?

The library of the late Rev. John
H. Duggan, of St. Patrick's parish,
Waterbury, Ccnn., has been shipped

the Catholic University in Washington, in accordance with the will of
the the dead priest.
to
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fault.with her doctrines or defaming
the character of those who serve at
her consecrated altars. Their loyalty
in this respect is worthy of commenA METHODIST MINISTER'S PRAISE. dation. Surely it is not difficult to
The Rev. Mr. Halsey, a Methodist see in this fact one element of vicminister of Jancsvillc, Wis., in a tory. Catholics are loyal to the serrecent lecture at that place, spoke on vices of their Church. A little foolthe subject, Why Does the Catholic ish whim does not keep them from
"
Church Win?" and the following the sacraments and Masses, and in
portion of his remarks will enable the this they are right.
They are a
reader to judge of the general character of his address.
The first reason for the success
of the Catholic Church is that she
believes she is the true Church of
Christ with a special divinemission to
a world that is in bondage to the
slavery of sin," said Mr. Halsey.
"[She holds to the doctrine of a supernatural revelation given to the world
through inspired men for the purpose
of teaching the plan of human redemption, how to escape the fearful consequences of sin in time and in eternity. The Catholic Church believes
in the deity of Christ, in the guilt
and peril of sin, in the necessity of
hearty repentance and faith as the
ground of forgiveness. Souls are
exposed aud must be rescued. Her
services, her ordinances, her altars
and sacraments, the ministration of
her priests, her holydays and festivals, the very chimes of her bells tell
the story of the sinfulness of the
human heart and the necessity of forgiveness.
Her organization gives her
authority to command her people iv
all matters of faith and conduct.
She stands first and supreme in
every locality. She does not bow to
the will of man or any number of
men. Established services are not
shoved off one side at everybody's request as of minor importance. Her
organization enables her to give
special attention to the work of
training the children and youth of
her fold to become zealous advocates
of her doctrines and practices. In
early life they are rooted and grounded in the faith. She rocks the cradle
in every Catholic home and has a
right to do so. She sings her Masses
in the ear of the child until the soul
catches the spirit of them. She puts
her creeds into object lessons and
thus, through the eye, touches the
heart and inspires religious emotions
which never die.
Another reason for her success is
the intense loyalty of her people
everywhere in every country, regardless of cost. They are in the Church,
a part of the Church, and in the
Church to stay until death takes them
out of the world. Living and dying
they are true to their profession. If
they wander away they Invariably
retrace their steps and seek forgiveness. They are loyal to their system of doctrines. No one can be a
Catholic without believing something
without any effort at discount. Whoever tries to change the opinion of a
son or a daughter in the Church has
a big job on hand and will doubtless
find his head white before the work
is finished. The speaker had yet to
find a Catholic going about the
streets criticising his Church, finding

"

"

"

church-going people year in and year
out. Through storm and sunshine,
snow and sleet, they wend their way
to the altars of their fathers, to the
altars of their Church."

r> GREAT
FURNITURE
BARGAINS.
i.

A Chamber Set.
Solid Oak, Polished
Finish, HandsomeBedstead, Large Dresser,
Extra

Large

Bevel

Mirror, 24x30 inches,

Large Washstand, with
Towel Rack, such a set
as is usually sold at
from 830.00 to $35.
Our price

$20.00

2. A Parlor Set.
Six pieces, including a
Divan, Frames of Polished Oak or Cherry,
Plush, Tapestry or Rug

Coverings, Deep, Comfortable Scats, and
the Best Workmanship
throughout. This Set
is considered worth

160.00 to $65.00. Our

price is

$40.00

3. A Sideboard.
Solid Oak, Fine Polished Finish, Handsome
Grain, Large. Bevelled
Mirror, Plush Lined
Silver Drawer, Spacious Low Drawer for
Linen, Large Cabinet
Base, Double Doors.
Would be called a
$35.00 Sideboard a year
ago. Our price is

$21.00
Refrigerators.
Alaska*, 15 per cent. off.
Eddys, 20 per cent. off.

An Inspection
Of these Notable Bargains should
convince the most skeptical that we
are offering unusual values.
?
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A. McArthur & Go,,
THE RELIABLE STORE,

16 to 26

Cornhill,

S Dour, from Washington Stvet,

BOSTON,
FREE
TO BALD HEADS.
Wo will ruml oil application, tree
BflK? mlorniation
mW*}
how to grow hair upon a
~\ oald head, itop fallin? hair and re.
t move scalp diseases, \ddress,
*ltrnh.lm fl«ii-al
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Booml? Selves Building, Cincinnati, O.
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ever? I trust, therefore, that the
union will go on prospering, working
for the best interests of the com-

IN ITS NEW HOME.
Much credit for the success of the
Home's Christmas is, of course, due
The Catholic Union took possession
to the Y. L. C. A. and its friends. of its new home, corner of Washing,
Among the new priests ordained at
?
ton and Worcester sts., last Monday
Christmastide by Cardinal Gibbons at
evening. The occasion proved a very
very
The
Natalis
Kobono
closed
Baltimore were Revs. G. W. McDer" and at the "sale held on enjoyable
one to those present, among
successfully,
mott and J. F. Purcell for the Springthe 23d ult., every article whom were some of the prominent
Monday,
field diocese.
?
Catholic priests and laymen of the
left over was disposed of.
Bishop Blrke of Albany officiThe guessing contest result will be city. Archbishop Williams, whose inated at the Christmas ordinations at announced about the middle of Jan- terest in theunionhas always been warm
St. Joseph's Seminary, Troy, and the uary, and until that time guesses may and active, honored the opening with
preparatory retreat was preached by be sent, with 10 cents, to 87 Moreland his presence, and expressed himself
Rev.M. A.O'Kane, S.J., of Holy Cross street, Roxbury. Somuch enthusiasm exceedingly well pleased with the new
has been created by the beautiful quarters. A pleasing programme of
College.

News and Notes.

\u25a0

tableaux that, in deference to the
Here is an instance of Catholic
public desire, the young ladies have
liberality towards Protestant Cana- graciously consented to produce a
dians. The Seminary of St. Sulpice, series of literary tableaux at some
Montreal, has intimated its intention theater in the latter part of January.
of giving $1,000 to the building fund
of the General Hospital of that city.
Archbishop Williams has assigned
Bishop
Harkins has appointed the newly-ordained priests of the
Rev. Thomas L. Kelly, for some archdiocese as follows: Rev. Jostime past a professor at St. Mary's eph F. Coppinger, to St. Joseph's,
Seminary, Baltimore, pastor of the West End; Rev. Charles J. Galligan,
ImmaculateConception Church, North to West Newton; Rev. David R.
Easton, in succession to the late Heffernan, to Watertown ; Rev. Pattrick T. Higgins, to Gloucester; Rev.
Father McCombe.
John F. Kelliher, to Watertown;
Day
Rev.
William J. McCarthy, to the
the
Free
Home
Christmas
at
of the Sacred Heart, West
Consumptives
a
church
proved
very
for
pleasant one for the inmates of that Lynn; Rev. Charles A. Ullrich, to
institution, who were not forgotten Plymouth, and Rev. William B.
by the generous patrons of the home. Whalen, to SS. Peter and Paul's,
Gifts were distributed among the South Boston.
patients by a veritable Santa Claus,
and a bounteous dinner was afterRev. John Russell, P. R., of St#
ward spread in the dining-room. Patrick's Church, New Haven, celebrated the silver jubilee of his ordination on the 26th ult. Bishop Tierney
and a number of the diocesan priests

coST

Cod-liver o>l is something
more than a fat. Its peculiar
action depends on a number
of substances, among which
might be mentioned iodine and
phosphorus. There can be no
substitute for cod-liver oil,
because there is no other oil
known which has in natural
combination with it such a
large number of valuable
medicinal agents.

dained a priest

the Hartford diocese last month at Buffalo by Bishop
Ryan of that city.

At the conclusion of his speech the
venerable Archbishop was igiven an
enthusiastic round of applause. A
letter from Bishop Bradley regretting
his inability to be present was read.
The union is to be congratulated on
its new home, which is very handsomely equipped and furnished.
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Stylish Designs m

Ladies' Watches to suit any gown. Black
tonight to oxidized steel watches, plain or repousse,
It
is
a
for
me
pleasure
"
very much in favor now
.rP^.
look back and see how well, according
to the circumstances of the union, its HALF MOURNING.

purposes.

assisted at the jubilee Mass, and in
original intention has been carried
the evening the jubilarian held a reout. The union is a union of Cathoception at St. Patrick's Hall, where, lics, and its
loyalty to the Holy See
after an entertaining programme,
has always been a conspicuous characFather Russell was presented with a
teristic."
substantial purse and an address, to
" It was faith," continued the
which he responded appropriately.
Archbishop, "that started the
it
is
faith
and
union,
The Christmas concerts given at that keeps
it up, and
that
Boston Theatre last Sunday in aid of same faith will give it strength to
the building fund of the church of carry out to completion its purposes.
the Sacred Heart, Roslindale, of This faith should also be the foundawhich Rev. J. F. Cummins is pastor, tion of all Catholic associations, and
were very well attended. A feature where it is not found it is no longer a
of the concerts was the rendition by Catholic association. But beside
an orchestra of 25 pieces of " The
faith there must be a union, a union
Barbecue March," composed by Mr. of mind and of hearts.
L. B. O'Connor and dedicated to
"We are not like many other asFather Cummins.
sociations which have to decide upon
principles. Here we have no prinMost Rev. Diomede Falconio, ciples to decide upon. They come
to
who was recently made archbishop of us; we acknowledge them and carry
the Italian See of Acerenza and Ma- them out. We have no Church distera, was ordained a priest at Buffalo, cipline to carry on. That is not our
N. Y., in 1866, and was for many business. This is done for us by
those who have been placed as leadyears connected with St. Bonaven- ers in the
Church."
ture's College, Allegheny, Penn.
Concluding, his Grace said : " It

of Cod-liver Oil, with the hypophosphites contains the whole
oil, with its natural properties,
and in a thoroughly emulsified
or digested condition. The
hypophosphites increase the
appetite and impart strength
to the nervous system. This
combination has marked curative properties in a number of
The Archbishop has made a parish
diseases of the skin and scalp, of Mount Auburn, hitherto attended
to which scrofulous persons
St. Patrick's Church, Waterare peculiarly liable. Such from and named Rev. Father Coughtown,
diseases as chronic eczema,
lin, formerly assistant to Rev. J. S.
ringworm, and other skin affecCullen of that church, the pastor of
tions, are often quickly cured the new district.
by the constitutional effects
following the use of Scott's
Rev. Eugene Sullivan was orEmulsion.
for
Just as good 1b never as good a»

exercises was carried out, at the opening of which, after an appropriateaddress on his own part, President Watson introduced the Archbishop, who
said in substance: "Ladies and
Gentlemen : Of course, it is not necessary for me to state how pleased I
am with this new building, prepared
for the Catholic Union of Boston. I
have no doubt you all agree with me
in enjoying its beauties and foretelling
a happy term of years for the members of the union in it. It is certainly
a great happiness for the old members
who have long waited for a house of
their own to come at last to be able to
enjoy that pleasure. For many years
they strove to carry out the original
intention of the Catholic Union. Although theyhave been so kindly helped
by neighboring associations, yet it is
only now that they can look forward
to the full enjoyment of their union,
and the carrying out of all its good

munity."
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SELF-MADE IRISH AMERICAN.
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Greenville, Texas,

Dec. 21, 1895.
I think it will interest the readers
of the Review to know something of
the life of a man who has just died
at his home in Kmsas. Bernard
Lantry, or " Barney," as he was familiarly known, was essentially a selfmade man. Born of Irish parents
sixty-four years ago in the state of
New York, he went to Kansas 20 years
ago without a dollar and at the time
of his death he was one of the richest,
if not the richest man in the state of
Kansas. He was known all over the
state and in all his long life a wordof
scandal was never breathedagainst his
business or moral connections. I had
the pleasure of meeting him once in
Topeka and I shall never forget the
impression he made upon me. His
genial, happy temperament won him
friends at first sight. His speech at
a recent Democratic convention was
reported in the newspapers all over
the state. He had been nominated
for the office of State Treasurer and
in accepting the nomination he said :
"Gentlemen of the Convention: I
am not a public speaker, but if I am

elected State Treasurer I promise you

kfomatoae

On the day of the funeral of Mr. American College at Rome, was banLantry every store in Strong City was quetted at the Vendome last week by
closed and many of the buildings the reverend alumni of that associawere draped with emblems of mourn- tion doing duty in the archdiocese.
ing. While his honorary pall-bearers Vicar-General Byrne was a guest, and
¥ood,
were selected from among his personal the archbishop sent a letter regretting
and political friends, his personalpall- his inability to be present and wishing consisting of albumoses, the elements
bearers consisted of eight of his fore- every success to Father O'Connell in necessary for nutrition Is palatable, and
stimulates the appetite
Is easily digest-

& Scientific
?

?

men who had been with him many
years. It was his wish that these
men whohad contributedto his prosshould lay him to rest. He
perity
was a friend of labor, and never refused to help a needy man when aid
was solicited. If he heard that any of
his neighbors felt aggrieved at him
over anything, no matter how trivial,
he would go to them and talk it over
and satisfy them fully. It was his
warm Irish heart that dictated these
emotions. His charities, which were
numerous, were bestowed without ostentation. He was honest, not because it pays, but because it was natural for him to be honest. He was a
very religious man and all his life was
a devout Catholic.
He loved his
Church and showed his devotion in a
practical manner by the munificence
of his gifts for Church work. He
will not be soon forgotten in Kansas ;
his life, and the splendid success he
made of it, will be a shining example,
for many years to come, to the young
men of this country. May his soul
rest in peace.
?

?

here and now that every dollar of the
people's money will be in the vaults
when my term of offi;e expires." It
was an unnecessary pledge, for the
Albert Barnes Meyers.
virtues of honesty and fidelity were
the two characteristics in his life that
Bar Harbor, Me., is to have a
had contributed to his success and
prosperity. Lantry was a plain, new church, on which work will soon
plodding Irish-American, but there begin, the present edifice being too
was probably no other man in Kansas small for the accommodation of the
who had contributed so much as he Catholics of the place.
to the upbuilding of the state. Early
in life young Lantry learned the trade
An immense number of people atof mason and stonecutter. After he tended the obsequies
held last week
had worked at his trade a number of at the Cologne Cathedral for the reyears he drifted into contract work pose of the late Cardinal Melchers,
and this it was that eventually gave once archbishop of
Cologne, whose
him his wealth. At the time of his remains, with the consent of the
death his beautiful home at Strong German Government, were brought
City, Kansas, embraced 13,000 acres, from Rome for interment in that
all under stone fence, and stocked
chuch.
with herds of cattle of high grade,
According to the annual report of
fine horses, hogs, sheep and fowl of
every description. To this home the Commissioner of Education the
many notables have journeyed from number of pupils enrolled in the
different parts of the country to accept schools and colleges, public and priof the hospitality of Barney Lantry. vate, of the United States is more
It was a delightful place to go. than twenty-two per cent, of the popEverything was as free as air. Every ulation. The highest figure attained
visitor was obliged to register. After by any other country in recent years
this was atlendtd to he would call is a fraction within twenty per cent.,
bis good wife, Bridget, and introduce and the country thus distinguished is
her to his friends. la turn, she Ireland.
would call in her daughter, Lizzie,
At the last meeting of the French
and the two boys, Charlie and Henry,
and in her Irish simplicity would Academy of Moral and Political SciJoseph Audiffred
present her children with, a word ence, the Francois
was granted to
which left no doubt on the minds of prize of 15,000 francs
her guests that the Lantry home was the AbbC" Rambaud, a priest of the
was stated that
full of sunshine and good old- dioceseof Lyons. It
had been
fashioned love and affection. Never the AbbC Rambaud's life
devotion
was a fatner more attached to wife entirely one of sacrifice and
and
the deweak,
and family and never were parents to the poor, the
Rambaud is the
held in
loving affection than was serted. The Abbe
more

-

evidenced in the everyday life of the founder of several important chariLantry boys and their beloved sister. table institutions. m
It was simply an ideal home, where
a the members of the family vied
"
wUheachotherinbestowingkindnesses

and making each other happy.

?

Rev. W. H. O'Connell of St. Jowas
seph's Church, this city, who
the
of
rector
recently appointed

his new position. On last Sunday,
Father O'Connell preached his farewell sermon at St. Joseph's Church.
He leaves for the Eternal City the
coming week.

ible, and does not

1
the week 2 children
boy and 1 girl were received into
the Home for Destitute Catholic Children ; ! boys and 7 girls were placed
in families, 4 boys and 7 girls were
restored to their relatives. Remaining
in the Home Dec. 26: 172 children
91 boys and 81 girls. The following subscriptions and donations have
been received for the week ending
Dec. 26: Lady Friend, (J. C. H.),
$100 : Rev. M. F. Byrne, S. J., $50 ;
Rev. H. P. Smyth, Lady Friend, $25
each; Mrs. B. Hastings, $20; Rev.
H. A. Sullivan, $10; Messrs. M. J.
Ward, Thomas Riley, T. McCarthy,
James Devine, James P. Flynn, Miss
Elizabeth King, Miss Eleanor M.
Foy, $10 each; Miss Maggie Fitzgerald and Friends, $11.05 ; Misses
Gormley, $6.25 ; Messrs. John Desmond, John Callanan, M. J. Murray,
Michael Moore, John P. Manning,
Frank Maguire, John Hennessey, W.
A. Johnson, Philip Eberle, Mrs. M.
Nagle, Mrs. William E. Shay, Mrs.
Bowen, Mrs. T. Strange, Mrs. Rowland, Mrs. Coulter, Mrs. Mary
Doherty, Mrs. Mary F. Maguire,
Mrs. M. J. Keany, Mrs. E. T. Galligan, Mrs. J. P. Dore, Friend,
Friend, $5 each ; 2 little girls collected
$4.28; Mrs. Dempsey, $3.05; Mrs.
Thomas Lavery, $3; Mrs. P. J.
Donovan, Mrs. M. Herlihy, Mrs.W.
C. Quinn, Mrs. Lucas, Mrs. J. F.
Hayes, Mr. Richard Morris, Friend,
Friend, $2 each; Mrs. Conway,
Miss Foley, Mrs. William O'Shea,
Mrs. Sarah Reagan, Mrs. Burke,
Mrs. Byrne, Mrs. Moore, Messrs.
Thomas Drury, P. Joyce, Dennis
Ryan, Friend, Friend, $1 each. Donations of money, clothing, stores, or
any articles useful to the children or
in the home are respectfully solicited.
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THE SACRAMENTALS
TIII Holy Gallic Clmrch.

Another link connecting Irelandof
the present day with Ireland of the Repeal agitation and the '48 movement
has been severed by the recent death
of Mr. Denny Lane of Cork, one of
the most gifted and patriotic Irishmen
of his time. He was born in 1818,
graduated M. A. at Trinity in 1839,
and was called to the Bar in 1842,
the year Gavan Duffy founded the
Nation newspaper in conjunction with

m
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Thomas Davis and John Blake Dillon.
Residing then in Dublin, Mr. Lane
joined the Repeal association, and
when the schism between that body
and the Young Ireland party took
place, threw in his political lot with
the latter, took a prominent part in
the advanced movement, and in 1848
was arrested under the Habeas Corpus Suspension act and imprisoned
for four months in Cork. Later he
took a large and practical interest in
art, the development of Irish industries, and the advancement of popular
education, being one of the ablest
supporters of the Christian Brothers,
whose system he regarded as the best.
He was chairman of the School of
Science, and was twice elected president of the Institute ofGas Engineers,
in '87 and '93.
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JESSICA.

"

BY EDWARD C. KANE.

{Continued from last week.)

CHAPTER IV.
CALLERS.

The day after her debut, Jessica
was resting in her boudoir, mentally
reviewing the great event, and in
some measure anxious to learn the
real impression she had produced.
Not that I care much," she had
said to her mother, in answer to a
question.
Really, mother, I suppose I must be different from other
girls, but it troubles me very little to
know what society thinks of me."
Still, in the quiet of her room, it
dawned upon her that there was one,
perhaps two people, whose opinions
concerning her she would give worlds
to know.
Ah me, what a b~>re it is to be
made much of 1" she thought.
And
then, Arthur Percival is certainly a
mystery to me, a perfect riddle. To
think of a man of thirty years being
too bashful to approach a young
debutante. But I like his face," she
mused, "ha seems honest and true,
if one could only understand him."
At this point her soliloquy was interrupted by the entrance of Mis3Jennings, unannounced.
You see I don't stand upon ceremony with you, Jess," she exclaimed,
before she was fairly in the room.
I have been so anxious to see you,
I could scarcely wait. Why, my
dear girl, what have you been doing
to yourself; you look wretchedly miserable !
You are very complimentary this
morning, Edith," replied Jessica,
casting a furtive glance at her reflection in the mirror. "I am not accustomed to dissipation, you know. I
do not believe I closed my eyes this

"

"

"

he would give very much now that
the trouble had not occurred."
You aie exceedingly kind to Mr.
Parkes, Eldith, and I am certain that
he would appreciateit, if he were conscious of the trouble you are takiDg in
his behalf; but, believe me, it is entirely unnecessary."
"Well, if you say so, we will let
the matter drop ; but I can tell you,
Jess, that many a lady who attended
your ball is heart sore today, after
seeing Mr. Parkes' handsomeface and
hearing of his reputed wealth."
"More likely his wealth was the
cause, Edith, but, by the way, why
are you not setting your cap ' for
him yourself?"
"I well, to tell you truly, my
head was just a little turned; I ut,
when I saw his devotion to you ?"
Hush, not another word ; I really
must forbid it. I will not have my
name associated with that of a drunkaid."
"Now, Jess," exclaimed her
friend, coming over and sitting by her
side on the couch,
let me give you
a little advice on this subject. I am
a very little older than you anil have
the benefit of two years' experience.
In society, such trifles as that which
occurred last night are never mentioned, are considered almost nothing.
If a gentleman takes a little morewine
than is good for him, we do not cast
him immediately beyond the pale
we do not brand him with the stigma
of drunkard '
it is tco vulgar."

"

"

''

'

?

"

"

?

' Really," replied
Jessica, turning
"
upon her friend a countenance expres?

sive of indignation and disgust, "do
you tell me that society allows such

occurrence-t, and places the temperate
man on a footing of equality with
the intemperate?"
Well, not exactly that, my dear,
hut we must not be too severe upon
the youth of our day.
Some are
weak and can not withstand the
temptation to imbibe too freely. And
morning."
indeed," she continued, "1 can not re"Not any affection of the heart, eb, call having heard of an instance in
Jess; lam a wonderful physician in which Mr. Parkes has so far forgotten
that line."
himself before. I am inclined to
Really, Edith, you are too ab- think that there must have been some
surd. Why should my heart be af- cause of which we are in ignorance."
fected ? "
"Do you say truly that he was
O, for no reason in the world but never known to be intoxicated bethe best, namely, the devoted atten- fore?"
tion of so many handsome young genI do, most assuredly; and from
tlemen, and one in particular, whose my own observation, I know him to
name I will not mention.'
be as temperate and good as most of
Please do not
I know to whom the young gentlemen I know."
you refer, PMith, and if you love me
If what you say is true, E lith, I
do not speak of that man again, nor am delighted, for his sake. Not that
couple his name with that of any gen- I am more particularly interested in
tleman. Papa declares that he shall him than in any one else ; but his atnever visit the house again."
tractive appearance and easy manners
Jessica's pale countenance flushed make him a valuable addition to sowith momentary anger as she uttered ciety, and I would be sorry to have
the last sentence. Her friend hesi- him excluded from our house."
tated. She had undertaken a bold
?? That is just what 1 have thought,
scheme and she must no" thwart it by Jees. Do you know I could scarcely
any imprudence on her part.
wait until afternoon to see you and
'?You may be right, Jess," said set your ideas straight regarding Mr.
Miss Jennings, after a pause, you Parkes' conduct, you were in such a
know that I have always admired your dnadful state of mind over it last
extremely proper way of looking at night."
things, even though it was not exI must give you credit for your
actly to my taste. But I am sorry success, E lith."
for Mr. Parkes, and from the little I
"It has been better than I exknow of him, sincerely believe that pected," thought Miss Jennings. And

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

?

"

"

"
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aloud : Now, my dear, I must really
say good day. I had some little
crumbs of gossip to tell, but they will
keep for another day. I promised
dear old Mrs. Pomeroy to spend an
hour with her this evening. She dotes
upon my silly talk, you know."
Well, if that is the case, I will
not keep you. Come again, Edith;
you have b.ightened me up cons.derably."
"lam delighted to hear you say
so. By the way, Jess, I suppose the
poor boy will be ashamed to call.
May I tell him that you don't mind?"
"It is not I, Edith. Papa has
sent forth the edict and he must revoke it."
"I am certain that he will at
least I hope so, for your sake. Au
revoir, darling."
As the gay Miss Jenningsrl tt' d out
of the room, Jessica drew her couch
c'oser to her favorite posi-ion before
the fire.
The October evening was chilly;
and the comfortable blaze exceedingly pleasant. Various conflic'ing
thoughts by turns agitated Jessica's
mind. She was fond of E lith Jennings, they had been chums at the
convent, although E lith had graduated two years before her. After
Jessica's return from Europe, the
intimacy had been renewed.
Being of an old and respectable
family, living with two maiden aunts,
ladies of the old school, Mrs. Howard
saw nothing wrong in the friendship.
Miss Jennings' light, frivolous character acted as a foil to Jessica's more
serious disposition. Not much was
known of her parents. They had
both died when she was young, leaving her heiress to a large fortune.
I wond r why Edith is so much
interested in Mr Parkes and myself,"
thought Jessica. "She seems to
have taken a great fancy to him.
Strange that she would not wish to
win him. She is certainly much more
fascinating than I. Well, it is no
concern of mine. I wish that 1 knew
more about the doings of society
people; but I am initiated now and
must learn. Yts, learn to distinguish
the true from the false, and guide
against what is really wicked. I suppose it would be better if I had a
more steady mentor than Edith, but
mother will always be at hand to
advise me."
The soft twi'ight stealing into the
room fell upon her beau iful features,
revealing the ideal of pure loveliness,
unsullied as yet from contact with the
cruel world. Truly, there is no theme
for artist's brush or poet's pen more
exquisite than maiden purity, especially when set in the frail, rich casket of beauty, each lending charm to
each, while modesty and religion
guard the treasure with j a'ous care.
It would be difficult to say whether
the events of the previous evening had
made a lasting impression upon Jes.
sica. She had enjoyed the pleasure
with all the vivacity of her ardent
nature. She was annoyed by the
unpleasant episode in which her
sp'cial paitner had figured so conspicuously ; and, perhaps, in her inmost heart, lying dormant at present,

"

"

?

"

had been sown the germs of future
joy or anxiety. But she knew it not,
and being unconscious, she was
happy.
Dinner had beeu served, and Jessica was passing the evening quietly
with her mother and father in the
library, when the maid handed her a
card bearing the name Arthur Per-

"

cival."

" To think that he must come to
spoil our game, papa," she cried, a
little impatiently.
" Arthur will not delay the game,
let him come in and we will place another table."
" Oh, no, papa, you do not understand ; he wishes to see me."
" So that's the way the wind blows,
is it? Well, Jess, you are beginning
soon to have beiux the evening
after your debut; but seriously, you
can not have a better mm friend than
Arthur Percival," as Jessica left the
room and repaired to where Arthur
was wai ing.
He was not accustomed to being
kept long in wailing ; but his impatience gave way to an expression of
delight when J> ssica entered the room.
After a few commonplace remarks
concerning the ball, Arthur said :
" You do not know, Miss Howard,
howgrieved lain that that unfortunate
affair should have clouded your happiness last night."
" It did, md ed, Mr. Percival, and
yet I am in debt* d to it in some
measure; for it has taught me the
value of the young men of society."
" You do not class them all in the
same category, nor judge them by the
standaid of vice ; that would be unjust, Miss Howard."
Yes, I admit it, but you can not
"
understand how terribly it worked
upon my fee'ings. I was half inclined
to renounce my newly-gained honors,
laurels and all, renounce my position,
and society into the bargain, and
retire from the world."
'T trust that you have re-considered
your decision," replied Authur, with
a tmile, as he caught the merry
twinkle in her eve.
" Oh, yes, I am entirely reformed
now, since Miss Jennings called."
"Ah," he said, while something
like a frown clouded his brow.
'« S iciety owes an immeasurable debt
of gratitude to Miss Jennings. But,
?

?

< Continued
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THE SACRED HEART
tell me, how did she dissuade ycu
from the awful purpose? "
Why, she told me that last night
was an exceptional case with Mr.
Parkes."
"An exceptional case of wine,"
remarked Arthur, dryly.
Really, Miss JcnDings assured
me that Mr. Parkes is as good and
temperate as the average society

"

"

man."

"God save the mark!" thought
Arthur. Then,." Yes, we are all very
much maligned, Miss Howard; if the
world really knew us as we are, it
would appreciate red merit."
" I, for one, must pl-ad guilty of
rash judgment," repli d Jessica. And
Arthur, seei ig that it would be useless to pursue the su j ct further,
drifted the conversation to social
events of the day, telling of a certain
unique club dinner he had attend d;
and he described the iticid nts in detail with so much grotefqtie humor
that Jes-ica btcame interested, and
enjoyid it.
But, even as she listened, her
thoughts wandered away to another
whose presence would have made the
evening u o e enjoyable.
"Atthur Pctcival is a gentleman,"
she thought, "his manners are perfect; still, there is something a
reserve
about him, which, at times,
one can not brt ak through."
Arthur remarked her moments of
abstrac ion, while she was apparently
listening to him, but heascrib.-d them
rather to fatigue. He was meditating departure, when a blight smile
from Jessica cast the ilea to the
winds.
You must find my society rather
dull this evening, Mr. Percival," she
said.
"Not in the least, Miss Howard.
In fact, I was just accusing myself
of putting additionalweariness upon
you, for I am not so sure that you
have completely recovered from your
little dissipa ion."
I am cot weary," she replied,
"and to recompense you for your
good humor I will ting you one of
my favorite melodies that is, if you
would like to hear it."
"L ke it! '' he (xclaimed, with animation, rising at the same time to
escort her to the piano, "why, 1 shall
only be too highly honored. Music
is my panacea for all ills, besides, 1
have heard that you possess a charming voice."
Don't flatter, sir, you may be
compelled to bear witness against me,"
she replkd, coquettishly. Then,
after a brief prelude, she began the
simple melcdy, "Last Night." Although he many times heard the same
rendered by voices of the highest culture, Percival was singularly touched
by the delicate softness of tone peculiarly adapted to fill the large drawing-room. Then, too, as he watched
the young giri before him, her face
lighted up with the soul of music,
wholly unconscious of her listener, or
of the world about, his nature was
touched as it never had been before.
Mechanically he turned the pages,
his eyes riveted upon the bewitching
face before him.
?

?

"

"

;

"
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As the last words, "Oh! heaven
itself, my darling, is praying, praying
for you! *' fid. d the room with sweetest echoes, something in his glance as

observed in the letter and in the
spirit."

The patriotic prelate of Riphoe,
Bishop
O'Donnell, whose love for
she paused and looked up from the
has
been shown on many preIreland
mu»ic caused her to blush crimson.
occasions,
vious
has recently written
Percival gave his applause in unspara
letter
wherein
he
strongly condemns
ing tetms, and Jessica wondered why
that
of
spirit
faction
which has already
the simple song had so much affected
so
much
wrought
injury
to the nahim. " Probably it brings back some
tional
cause.
D
ictor
does
O'Donnell
pleasant remembrances," she thonght,
more
than
condemn
this
evil:
he
also
and his next remark verified her soluwhich, in his
out
the
points
remedy
tion.
opinion, ought to be applied to it.
" Pardon my seeming want of
a'tention, Miss Howard, your song " In my opinion," says he, "one of
carried me back to the littlehamlet on the greatest dangers at present to the
national cause is that brave men who
the Rhine where I first heard it in the
abhor all wrangling would retire in
original German."
disgust from the field of Irish politics
"And my rendition suffered by comrather
than accord the parliamentary
parison," replied Jessica, a little
the support which it needs to
party
coldly.
suppress
mutiny in the ranks. The
You mistake me, Miss Howard,''
"
task
is
not
a pleasant one. But it
he hastened to say, "your voice is
has
to
be
done.
indeed a
to me. If I wan"For years the output of accusation
dered for a moment into the past, I
has
been so unceasing that one might
can assure you it was your power
it was thought a national
fancy
which led me."
crown
was in siore for whoever
"You are not sparing with youi
turned
out
to be the prime defamerof
compliments this evening, Mr. Perhis
Have the accusers
colleagues.
cival," said Jessica, with a smile.
these
of public perproved
charges
No, I will not siDg again. It is
"your
them,
not
one
of
so far as
fidy?
No;
turn now. I have heard somecan jldge. But the authority of the
I
thing of your achievements in this
quarter whence they spring was
line."
to paralyze the movement and
enough
"Well, if you wish it," he anthe
nation. Neither has this
sicken
swered, hesitatingly, " but lamafiaid
base
work
come
to an end. At the
that I can not compare with you. Ai
unanimous
call
of
the Irish party a
all events, you must give me inspiraconvention
of
the
Irish
race will soon
tion by accompanyingme."
held
on
be
Irish
soil.
But, because
Arthur's rich baritone voice soon
in Great Britain, in America, and in
filled the room and reached even farther. Mr. Howard and his wife in the Australia, factionism has scarcely a
library caught the sound and stole foot whereon to stand, the representquietly in. The very servants in the atives of our people abroad, who have
been so nobly generous to every napantry paused at their workenchanted.
So it happened that when he concluded tional call, are already decried, by
and looked for Jessica's approving anticipation, as puppets wire-pulled
smile, he was greeted by an enthusias- by scheming politicians; nay, it is
tic outburst from Mr. Howard and the still accounted quite a service to fling
more quiet applause of the hostess, in the face of a man who has done and
while Jessica's flush of pleasure was dared so much for Ireland as Mr.
more to him than all the rest com- O'Brien every single failure and fault,
real or imaginary, of his entire life.
bined.
No amount of urging could induce And, worst of all, by a horrible perhim t > sing again that evening. He version, this whole campaign of insult
lingered a few moments to exchange and defamation has been often consome pleasant words with Mrs. Ho- ducted in the assumed interests of
ward, silenced his old friend's mur- religion.
It is time the people would inmuring about his early departure with
"that
sist
public calumny must cease,
a promise of spending a long evening
that
no
man
will be allowed to diswith him soon, and found himself at
honor
to which he has
an
arbitration
last saying good night to Jessica.
undertakings
and
that
the
submitted,
"You are quite certain that my
will be
pledged
county
in
conventions
call has not wearied you, Miss Howard?" he said, and something in his
voice made Jessica look into his deep
gray eyes with a merry twinkle in her
own as she replied :?
"Very sure; you have proved almost as good a physician as my friend
E li h."
" Not in the same way," he \u2666 Chimney ; REMOVING CHIHWEr < \u25ba
answered, in a constrained voice.
with other Original
<
No, you have really made me 4
"
rnems, combine to make the
\u2666
< \u25ba
better. Won't you call again ;we are
all delighted to see you, you know. '
" And that is all," he thought, as he
walked down the avenue.
We are
all delighted to see you !' "'But will
Jessica be more delighted than her 1 Superior to All
Others. ;
parents, will she ever watch and long w
Illustrated Catalogue Sent Fret.
i>
for my coming? Ah, well, time alone
EDWABD
MILLER
&
CO.,
must
Miv, ,M.Fi(TnnißB.l

I RemovLT
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,
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decide that."

TO BE CONTINUED.
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A vert effective reply his been
made by Bishop 0'D*yer of L merick
to those individuals who criticistd Mr.
McCarthy's recent speech on the educational question, alleging that the
leaderof the parliamentary party was
insincere in his utterances on that issue. In a letter to the
Neivs,
the Limerick diocesan says: I
fear that your differencesof opinion on
political matters have more or less
warped the impartiality of your judgmmtonMr. McCarthy's speech on
the education question delivered in
London on Tuesday last. You seem
to imply that he is one thing on that
question in England, and something
less in Ireland, and that the energy
and determination which he professes
for himself and his party in tbe cause
of denominationaleducation in England are wanting in the same cause as
it affjets his fellow countrymen at
home. For myself, I must say that,
reading his speech without any preconceived prejudice in favor of the
speaker, it made on me a totally different impression.
From the very
opening sentences it struck me as a
very straightforward,independentand
thorough expression of the views of a
sound Catholic layman ; and as I proceeded to read and re-read it carefully,
1 was confirmed in that judgment, and
I take the liberty of expressing the
opinion that that speech will go a good
way to settle the question, not only in
England, but in Ireland."

:
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Blackstones

The best quality
and the best selling
Londre Cigar ever
made in, America.

WAITT & BOND, MANUFACTURERS,
53 Blackstone St., BOSTON.

TheLeading Conservatory of
Carl Fablten,

FoundedinlSMby
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~Zq

Director. _^^-""^ '^\]il 'T'f||V*

-

full information.
Fvavk W. Halk, General Manager.
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SICK ROOM ALTAR.

Inv. and Patd. by Very Rev. Fr. E«mmelen.
f Every «- atnolic family
rf\
will have one. It ouuJjW"*mT*\ rfl tains everything
needed
by me Pr,*-*ttu nmkiiu
A «? =:^T
sick calls and giving
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Lomniunum and adminj isterlnK private baptism
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I
orKxtreme I'ncilon. A
Ufui Mgnly potiatied box
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wh"n closed and forms a table and altar when
open We want n aeent In every town and parish.
*
Supply Co.
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TheHousewife.
TO DO OR NOT TO DO-AT
DINNER.

Children should be taught to drink
as little as possible while eating.
Never drum with the fingers upon
the table
or with the feet upon the
?

floor.
No gentleman will ever place his
arms upon the table, either before,
daring or after a meal.
Meats are to be cut with a single
gliding movement of the knife, not
by converting it into a saw.
Keep the elbows always close to
the side, no matter how ample may
be the room between guests.
Be punctual to keep a dinner
pai ty waiting under any circumstances
is the gravest social indecorum.
Take soup only from the side of
thespoon ; never sip it with an audible
sound.
Never play with knife and fork, or
other table utensils: do not touch
them at all, except when about to use
them.
If an accident of any kind should
occur during the dinner, do not seem
to notice it
unless help may be
?

?

quietly given.
Fiah is to be taken with a fork
only; it should be carried to the
mouth with the tines of the fork
pointing downward.
Never press food, delicacies, or
drink upon a guest by whom they
have declined. It is not to be suppose that a sensible person will decline anything of which he wishes to
partake, and it is certainly not polite
to urge one against his conscience,
judgmentor appetite.
Most vegetables are to be eaten
with a fork
the spoon should only
be employed when the fork can not
be made to do the service.
Do not be over-officious; accept or
decline promptly anything which may
be offered, and regard the declination
of another as final.
Avoid scraping the bottom of the
soup plate with the spoon; never
scrape any plate, as though ravenously gleaning the last morsel.
Never become so much absorbfd in
other things as to be inattentive to
personal service, or any opportunity
for courteous attention to those near.
Never smack the lips in eating, or
clear the throat after drinking, unless
the latter be a physical necessity
then use a napkin for smothering the
sound.
Quite a number of things are now
taken in the finders. For instance:
Olives; asparagus, whenserved whole
which is the proper way; lettuce,
which should be dipped in the dressing or in a little salt; celery, which
should be placed on the oloth beside
the plate; strawberries and cherries,
when served upon the stems: bread,
toast, tarts, small cakes, and the like;
fruits of all kinds, except preserves
and melons, which are eaten with a
spo^n; cheese.
Never watch the dishes which are
being brought to the table, or the
plates or faces of other guests.
?

"

"

?

?

A few spoonfuls of peas, beans, toAcquire the habit of sitting at ease,
pleasantly
and of j >ining freely and
matoes or any other vegetable may be
practically
in any light, polite conversation which
utilized in a vegetable
or
salad.
soup
may take a general turn.
Tuesday is a good morning for
rolls
because the stove is already hot
LEFT-OVERS.
for the irons. For the same reason
Some persons have a deeply rooted this is a good day for b liiing ham or
conviction that an economical table corn beef, or conking a roast, because
the fuel can be economized. In a
means meat, potatoes, and bread.
will managed household nothing need
There can not be a greater mistake he wasted, and a delicious and varied
from every point of view. No article menu produced wi.h little exp.nse but
of diet is so expensive as meat, nor is considerable thought.
To properly use left-overs" they
it necessary three times a day for anyshould never have "the appearance of
one. A table without variety is very
being that, but have a daintiness and
unhealthy. The appetite should be flavor peculiarly their own.
stimulated by the unexpected, and as
Maiuon.
no one or two or three articles of food
contain all the necessary ingredients EXCELLENT FURNITURE POLISH
required to make bone, flesh, muscle
Incombustible paint for woodwork
aud blood, it is ntcessary to have the may be made by mixing the desired
combination ofvarious articlesof diet. color, in powder, in water saturated
This diet does not entail extrava- with pota-h, to which a little starch
gance, but it does imply the need of paste and common clay has also been
ingenuity and imagination. I know added to stiffen it. Woodwork c mted
how tired all housekeepers become of with this paint will not burn nor
ordering, if not preparing three meals blister in the neighborhood of a stove
preferable
a day, year in and year out, and how or gaslight. A " polish "
to varnUh for furniture may be made
much easier it is to orde the same by boiling a saturated solution of
menu of meat and potatoes, varied by potash in water, and adding, while it
a vegetable,
to try to think of boils, pieces of beeswax. When
something new. It is not a question cold, this makes a mass of the consoap, which may be
of choice, however, but necessity, if sistency of soft
applied with a brush, and which,
one really has the health of one's with a brisk rubbing, will give a fine
family at heart.
polish. Much of the artistic ironIt is impossible to mention the long work now in use is held together by
list of left-overs " which may be screws and nuts. These are liable in
''
to
well to
made into most delicious and appetiz- time become loo e, and it is
know that the joints may be made
ing dishes, but here are a few sug- tight again by simply hammering
gestions :?
the nuts on the edge, which makes
Don't serve up the remains of them smallerand enables one to screw
Tuesday's roast for one or two con- up the pieces as firmly as at first.

«:,

MEN GROPE.

A WOMAN SEES THE LIGHT.

She Best Understands
[8ri'X[AL

TO

a

Woman's Ills.

OUB LADY RKAOKRM.]

How gladly would men fly to woman's
aid, did they but understand a woman's
trials, sensibilie things are known
only to women, and

Id the result of her

e it to-her suffering

ill female diseases

faiutuess,

falterand consequent melancholy and theblues.
Lydia E. l'inkham's Vegetable Compoun I has for twenty years saved women
from all this. Hear this woman speak
" Five years ago at childbirth I did not
have proper attention. I became very
weak; I was examined by a physician,
and treated for a time, but
was compelled to lea> e the
city before I received benetit from the treatment. I tSgjwAaA
j
decided then to give your
i
medicine a trial, [improved &gHL
rapidly on the tirst bottle
of Compound, and now feel T
like a new woman. I ad I
j?l
vise all women in any way |
1
afflicted with female troub- {JJfWjjjl
les to take your remedies, (MMim.
secutive days in the same state,
aud trust that my testtmo- *jjp
nial will he seen by friends
THE HEAT SAVER.
merely heating the meat through. In
who kuew me when f was Sp
summer many people like it sliced
so sick, and that they may 2r
part of common information know I am now well, aud £/-?>*
It
is
a
cold, but it is very good when nicely
that the inhabitants of northern coun- that I owe it all to your Vegetable Comsliced and warmed up in a brown tries make extensive use of non-con- pound."
MB8. John Ostkandkk, 340
gravy flavored with a little Worcester- ducting substances, like wood, for East Fifty-fffth streets, New York City,
shire sauce or
If a preventing the escape of heat from a N. Y.
ing steps, sleeplessnes, l>»<

:

?

/H

SmMm.

Jfc/ml
.'J

~'uk

'

even

catsup.

beef roast, and there are still
some pieces left good, but too small
to slice, an excellent luncheon dish
may be made by chopping the meat
as if for croquettes, mixing with it
some dritd bread-crumbs, moistened
with gravy or a little melted butter,
then shape this nicely on a flat dish and
bake brown. Serve with tonato
sauce and see if they will not all like
it.
If you are confronted with the remains of a veal or lamb roast, and
see with despair that there is scarcely
enough to go round, prepare a rich
curry with the remains of the gravy
and serve with a border of rice, or
make croquettes, filling out the deficiencies with rice if there is not
enough of the meat. Rice is particularly good mixed with lamb for cro-

quettes.
Save all the roast beef and beef-

steak bones for soup. It makes a
much richer and stronger soup than
an ordinary soup bone.
Potato cakes may be made from
the mashed potatoes left from dinner
the previous evening. If thereis not
enough for the cakes there may be
enough for potato puff, as this has
other ingredients. Corn fritters for
lunch may be made from the corn

left over from dinner.

vessel in which cooking is going on.
It is strange that we do not make more
use of such appliances, for they have
often been described and illustrated ;
it is probably because they are not
found ready-made, and with a
complete list of directions for
use. The writer made and used
a cooker of this sort, and after
considerable modificatioa and experiment it became a useful thing in the
kitchen. If you wish to co >k meat
at the proper temperature, this contrivance makes it possible to do so, and
it is also very saving of fuel. It may
be made as follows: Take a packingbox, measuring say two feet each
way, and cover the bottom with a
layer of packed wo >1 feur to six inches thick ; set into the middle oft lit
ano her box or a cylinder of shees
iron and fill the space between the
two with a layer of wool four to six
inches thick and closely packed. Into
the inner compartment put your
kettle of meat or vegetables already brought to the boilingpoint and having a tightly fitting
cover, aud over this press a thick pillow or woolen blanket Tnen fasten
down tight over all the lid of your
box. As the heat in the water must
finish the cooking already begun, its
amount must be rightly proportioned
to the amount of food to be cooked,
c. g two quarts of water to o <c and
a half pounds of beef rib were used.
The water was brought to the boilingpoint, the meat placed in it and allowed to boil for five minutes, the
pot was then tightly covered, placed

,

in the box and allowed to remain three
hours. At the end of that time the
meat was tender.
Artistic Work.
The Bassinc " Ellin " Watch, made by
the Waterbury Watch Company, of VVaterbury, Conn., is an example of perfection in watch making They are thin,
have rounded edge and crystals, antique
bow and stem, and Louis XIV. gold
hands, and are warranted time keepers.
A claim no other watch of this size can
make.

Squire's
Pure
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Lard.
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t^Sp

Best in the world.
Absolutely pure.

No adulterations.
No impurities.
Clean and wholesome.
No one can cook without laid.
Evry one wants the best.
Don't rccept substitutes.
Our name on the package
A guarantee of purity.
JOHN P. SQUIRE <ft CO., tta»Ua, Mas*.
Established 1842. Incorporated 1892.
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HELPS FOR
SICK-ROOM.
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THE

The child, as a child, is very sympathetic and receptive, and should be
studied as such an individual. When
we have a spoiled child to deal with,
we must rescue that one from certain
whims and fancies. We must not
only rescue him but, in doing so, take
care that we do not resort to any
means which may prove disastrous to
us as individuals capable of exercising
control over our fellow beings.
Every physician and every nurse has
had considerable experience in this
direction. Every physician can not
make friends with the child any more
than every individual can make
friends with his fellow men ; so that
sometimes disappointments meet us.
When we think we are accomplishing
the object in view the child suddenly
becomes rebellious, takes a dislike to
us, and then we might as well give up
the task and try to alleviate his sufferings in some other way. A great deal
depends upon the manner in which
the child is approached.
If you approach a sick child in the
manner in which you approach an
adult, in nine cases out of ten you
will fail. On the other hand, if you
resort to some device, some system
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Bern Books.

SUPPERS.

The o'd tradition that to eat anything just before going to bed was
sine to produce indigestion andrender
sleep impossible is now happily exploded. It is not good, as a matter
of fact, to go to bed with the stomach
so loaded that the undigested food
will render one restless, but something of a light, palatable nature in
the stomach is one of the best aids to
quietude and rest. '% The process of
digestion goes on in sleep with as
much regularity as when one is taking violent exercise to aid it, and so
something in the stomach is a very
desirable condition for the night's
rest. Some physicians have declared,
indeed, that a good deal of the prevalent insomnia is the result of an
unconscious craving of the stomach
for food in persons who have been
unduly frightened by the opinion that
they must not eat before going to
bed, or who have, like many nervous
womeD, been keeping themselves in a
state of semi-starvation.
Nothing is more agreeable on retiring for the night than to take a bowl
of hot broth, oatmeal gruel or clam
soup. It is a positive aid to nervous
people, and induces peaceful slumbers.
This is especially the case of cold
winter nights, when the stomach
craves warmth as much as any other
part of the body. Even a glass of
hot milk is grateful to the palate on
such occasions, but a light, wellcooked gruel i3 better, and in our
climate, during the cold months of
winter, should be the retiring food of
every woman who feels, as many do,
the need of food at night.

" Catholic

School Chimes."
This is the title of a neatly-bound
little vo'ume in flexible cloth published by J. Fischer et Bro., New
York, and selling for 2"> cents a copy.
It contains a collection of popular
hymns and songs and seems well
adapted for parochial school and
home use.

matter.

The January Little Messenger of
the Sacred Heart opens with a New
Year's poem by J. E. U. Nealis, and
presents the customary amount of
edifying reading. Father Buteux, S.
J., tells the story of the capture of
Pe're Jogues by the Iroquois.

"

"

"

VMILES'

Heart Cure

The January number of " Leslie's
Popular Magazine" has for special
features " Great Ship Canals," by A.
Y. Abbott; "A Bygone Bohemian,"
by A. L. Rawsou ; " A Day with the
Sardinian Tunny Fishers," by Charles
Edwardes; "Chamois-Hunting in
the High Alps," by Hugh E. M.
Stutiield; "Naval Cadet Days at
Annapolis," by J. C. Groff; short
stories
by Howard Paul, Champion
SIT ERECT.
Bissell, Eileen Edgar, and others;
and poems by George Edgar MontOne of the worst habits young
people form is that of leaning for- gomery,MackenzieBell and Catherine
ward too much while at work or Young Glen. This issue is also finely
illustrated.
study. It is much less tiresome and
Tin; current numberof McClure's
more healthy to sit erect. The round"
shouldered, hollow-chested, and al- Magazine " contains Miss Tarbell's
most deformedpersons one meets every interesting
" Life of Lincoln," and
day could have avoided all the bad Miss Phelps' autobiographicalpapers.
results from which they now suffer Sir Robert Hall contributes a valuable
had they always kept the body erect, astronomical article ; Anthony Hope
the chest full, and the shoulders another Zenda story, and there is a
collection of the best of the late Euthrown back.
A simple rule is, that if the head is gene Field's child poems.
not thrown forward, but is held erect,
The "Popular Science Monthly"
the shoulders will drop back to their
begins the year with an excellent
natural position, giving the lungs issue, in which appears a gooddescripfull play. The injury done by the
tion of the Smithsonian Institute, by
carelessness in this respect is that by
Doctor H. C. Bolton ; a timely paper
c impressing the lungs and preventby Mr. David A. Wells, and contriing their full and natural action lung butions from David S. Jordan, Samdiseases ensue.
uel J. Barrows and others.
Avoid using cheap soaps, which are
Tin'. Key. William Bayard Hale,
generallyhighly perfumed in order to
hide the presenceof free alkali, a sub- whose articles in the "Forum" a
stance quite injurious to the skin.
year ago on the religious condition of
several New England towns aroused
How's This !
so much discussion, has an interestWe offerOne Hundred Dollars Reward for
any ease of Catarrh that can not be cured by ing and suggestive paper in the JanBall's Catarrh Cure.
uary issue on"A Study of Church
F. .1. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
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celebrities of the World for Scrofula [Ttt- ?
W mors. King's Evil) and the early
of #
# COBsnmptton. Constitutional Weakness. #
Poorness of the Blood and for stimulating #
0 and
A
regnl>tlng its periodic course.
£
m None (ieimiiie unless signed " BLAN- 2
Z CARD."
E. Fougcrs A Co.. N.Y.. and all Druggists. 5
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VjMB I I and Head Noises relieved by using11 Wilson's Common Sense Ear Drums.

Now scientific invention; diffeitnt
r<=Y»a *1 from
The only nfe,
all other devices. and
A \lsiniple,
l J**Winvisible
comfortable
9dA ~ mm\m\ » V'-n' Drum in the world. Helpswhere
I'liedical skillfalls. No
wire orstring
Vhkff l 9/attachment.
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WILSON EAR DRUM CO.,

ARTIFICIAL EYES FITTED, $4.00.
Rimless
GOLD

Eye-Glasses

/

$4.00

COMPLETE

Rimless
NICKEL

,\

Eye-Glasses

$1.50
COMPLETE

Jemm\

Screw Lwk on every pair.)
75 IN-r i'fiit. Saved «>ti Oculists' Orders.
(Patent

C. E. DAVIS, Mfg. and Prescription Optician
2 Park 50,., Rooms

1

ami 2, Boston.

Catholic

PRAYER BOOKS,
PEARL AND SILVER ROSARIES,
BOOKS OF DEVOTION,
GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS,
FRAMED PICTURES.
CATHOLIC CHURCH SUPPLIES.
Agency for all the Steamship Lines.

TICKETS TO IRELAND AND RETURN
AT LOWEST RATES.

Recent collegiate publications to Drafts for £1 and upwards.
reach
us are the " Mount St. Mary's
West & Tkuax,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, o.
Record," the Villanova Monthly," FLYNN & MAHONY,
\\ AI.DINIi, KtSNAS .V: MlKVIN,
18-20 Essex Street, Boston.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
the "Purple," the "Owl," and the
Hall's Catarrh cure is taken Internally, actJournal,"
some of S\ m\ &\u25a0£
treated
Georgetown
in;; directly upon the blood and mucoussur.
%\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0%
1 Tumor* .ci.riMfi.-m.lv
\u25a0"' "'\u25a0-?"'\u25a0 \u25a0"\u25a0!".
t.,tl»t. ii
"tU *"'
IT" ft HJ|
filers of tlic system. Price, 7.->e. per bottle. which send us Christmas issues well
Sold by all Druggists,
VnilVkll U8» 7th 81 I l.elauli, Oblo,
tions und financially able
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filled with timely and interesting

The "Thirteenth Annual Report"
of the trustees of the Chelsea Sol\u25a0
diers' Home has reached our table, as
Various New Publications.
lias also a "Manifesto" issued by
The January Atlantic " opens the Cuban revolutionists to the peowith an unpublished "Note Book of ple of this country.
Nathaniel Hawthorne," and T. J.
Stimson begins a three-part story
dealing with a certain phase of Boston life in the fifties. Other features
of the issue are "The Country of
the Pointed Firs," a short story by
Sarah Orne Jewett; "The Johnson
Club," being an entertainingdescription by George Birbeck Hill of the
meetings of Johnson enthusiasts at
the Cheshire Cheese and other of
Restores Health.
The reader of our literature will learn
Doctor Johnson's famous resorts; a
from our published testimonials that tlio
sketch of provincial French life by
New Heart Cure restores to perfect and
lasting health, thosewho were (riven up
Mrs. Catherwood, "A Farm in
to die, and that the old are cured as well
Maine"; "Children of the Road,"
as the young. The number whose hearts
a study of child-life among vagrants, are affected is very large and all should
read our free hook on heart and nerves.
by Josiah Flynt; and"The SchoolWo send it postpaid, or you can find i: ut
house as a Centre," by the editor of druggists. They all sell our remedies.
the magazine.
Dr. Miles Med. Co., Elkhart, Ind.

that you may plan for yourself, you
can in a very few moments subdue the
most reb2llious child, and he not only
will not be afraid of you, but he will
very soon enter into conversation and
fall into the trap you have set for
him, when you will have no further
trouble. If you go into the sick-room
and immediately approach the bed
with a spoon to give a dose of medicine, you will fail in nine cases out of
ten ; but if you resort to a little policy
in attemp'.ing to overcome the child's
prejudices, to make him acquainted
with you, then you can do almost anything you desire. This is simple
enough. Every child, no matter how
poor its parents may be, has a toy in
the room, probably occupying the
most conspicuous place ; with a girl it
is, perhaps, a doll; with a boy, a
horse, cow or wagon. It should be
your object to interest yourself in the
toy, and with this interest comes the
child's interest in you.
Very soon he begins to talk, and it
is not long before you are his friend,
and you can accomplish your purpose.
Never gain the child's confidence by
lying to him ; this is one of the most
pernicious practices that can be used
a child. How often we see
parents promise their child the most
improbable things if he will permit the
doctor or nurse to give him his medicine, or if he will permit the regular
nurse to dress him. Hy resorting
to such deception the child soon
learns that he is not going to get
what has been promised, and you will
have to resort to some other lie to
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Entertainments."
Cheney tor the last L6 years, and believe him
cover up the first.
perfectly honorable In all business transac
Dr. Shields, an eminent physician of
Tennessee, says
" I regard Aycr's Sarsaparilla as the best blood medicine on
earth, and I know of many wonderful
cures effected by its use." Physicians all
over the land have made similar statements.
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astronomer, brilliant, but rash,
Nickel was first obtained as a An
From an open lot tried to view Mars,
metal in Germany about 1751, but But a billy-gdat came with a
the ore had been previously known to
And the star-gazer quickly saw * * *

miners.

The highest mountain in the world,
so far as is known, is Mount Everest,
in the Himalayas, rising nearly 30,000 feet above the sea.
"Hurricane" is the old Spanish
name for a West Indies cyclone, but
it is used by modern meteorologists
to designate a long continued wind of
extreme violence.
The first telegraph line built in

America extended from Washington
to Baltimore, and was made by S.
F. B. Morse, by means of an appropriation made by Congress.
In the matter of fast time on railroads America beats the world. In
miles per hour the record runs thus
United States, 53.33; England, 51.75 ; Germany, 51.25 ; France, 49.88 ;
Belgium, 45.04; Holland, 44.73;
Italy,42.34.; Austria-Hungary,41.75.

:

January was, among the Romans,
to Janus, from whom

held sacred

it derived its name, and was added
to the calendar, with February,
by Numa. It was not till tbe
eighteenth century that January was
universally adopted by European
nations as the first month of the year,
although the Romans considered it as
such as far back as 251 b. c.
It is generally believed that the
first microscope was made in 1590 by
a Hollander. Pocket microscopes were
first made in London in 1710. It is
thought that the discovery of the
magnifying power of lens was made
before the Christian era, as the Greeks
reading-glasses," and rude
used
of
lenses crystal have been found in
Egyptian ruins.

"

Fingal's Cave is a wonderful
grotto on the southwest coast of the
Island of Staffa, about seven miles
off the west of Mull, Scotland. It is
212 feet deep, 88 feet wide at the
entrance, and 22 feet wide at i*s inner
end. At the opening it is GO feet
high, and the walls meet in a beautiful arch above pillars which flank it
on either side. At low tide the water
on the floor of the cave is 20 feet
deep.
The GmuiM " MttowN's Bkonciiial
Trochks " are sold only in boxes. They
are wonderfully effective for Coughs,
Hoarseness or Irritation of the Throat
caused by cold.

I:n in k than the mines of Ophlr are
the packages of Saveua.
A Drop in Prices.

and I find that it is a very effective
way of keeping check on the rest of
my mail. Now, dear, if you will
hand me the letters I'll run out and
post them myself."

Badges?AND

?Banners

boy demanded an exof the names applied to the HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL CATHOLIC SOCIETIES.
planation
If a praying-machine were invenfour classes of the college course.
LOWEST PRICES.
ted, many would use it, if it did not
MAISON
He listened attentively, aud sat
take too much time to wind it up.
buried in thought for some time. At
last he asked anxiously, " Papa, if
"Annual bargain sale now going
173 TREMONT ST., BOSTON.
you are James Little, Sr., and I am
on. Don't go anywhere else to be
James Little, Jr., will my son be
cheated," is the rather dubious man- James Little,
Sophomore?"
ner iv which a New York furniture
dealer worded his announcement.
"Mamma, do you like stories?"
like true ones, my child."
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS,
" IShall
I can not understand ze lanI tell you a true one ! "
and dealers in
"
"
Frenchguage," said the despairing
CHURCH GOODS,
Yes."
Have removed to the spacious store
" But you might not like it."
man. " I learn how to pronounce ze
"
word hydrophobia,' and zen I learn
Oh, yes, I should if you told it."
'
" But
zat ze doctors sometimespronounce it
Bargains in Catholic Books and
it is quite short. Well,
"
Religious Goods.
fatal! "
once upon a time there was a waterDrifts on the Bank of Ireland.
Passage Tickets on all the Steamship
Line* tn and from Rnrnne.
Could anything be neater than the bottle."
Yes ; go on."
old darky's reply to a beautiful
""And yesterday I broke it; but
young lady whom he offered to lift
over the gutter, and who insisted that I'll never, ooh ! ooh! do it again."
she was too heavy? " Lor', missus,"
Ferrari, the celebrated composer,
said he, " I'se used to lifting barrels
relates the following anecdote in his
of sugar."
memoirs: On a cold December
What do you think of the night a man in a little village in the
"
Origin of Species ' ? " asked one Tyrol opened the window and stood
'man.
Bteerage* Seoond Cabin sad First Cabin, to
in front of it, with hardly any clothand from England. Ireland, Scotland,
and all parts of the world, at lowest
"I have never read it," was the ing on. "Peter!" shouted a neighrate-.
Drafts
low rates.
other's reply. " In fact," he added, bor who was passing, what are you Generalatagency
for all lines.
"
best steamers.
Swiftest
and
I am not interested in financial sub- doing there? "
Orders by Mail or Express promptly at"jects."
tended to.
catching a cold."
" I'm
What for?"
CHAS. Y. DASEY,
A mother commending her daugh" So
I
can
bass
sing
that
tomorrow
Street, four doors from State,
7
Broad
situation,
was asked if she
ter for a
"
Boston, Mass.
at
church."
was a early riser.
An early riser! "
"
she exclaimed. " Well, I should
A BLUNT PHYSICIAN.
think so! Why, she's up in the
morning and has breakfast ready and
A writer in the Nineteenth Century
makes all the beds before any one tells a characteristic story of Doctor
M. J. Roche has been SteamshipAgent for the
ten years, during which time he has sent thouelse is up in the house! "
Jephson, who was a famous English past
sands of passengers to and from Ireland, and all parts
Europe, and no accident has ever befallen a paspractitioner forty or fifty years ago, of
senger booked at his office. He is agent for all the
Lines of Steamships, such as the Cunard, White
A reporter for the Cincinnati Tri- as well known for his bluntness and best
Star, Dominion, etc., and the price of tickets at his
offices. Drafts
bune lately overheard a dialogue be- freedom of speech as for his profes- office is just the same as at the Boston
for One Pound Sterling and upwards at the Lowest
Rates.
tween
two suburban gentlemen. sional skill.
N. B. Don't forget the address: 13 Bow
Street, Charlestown. Open all day and evenings
How did your daughter pass her
One
a
the
Margreat
day
lady,
till 9 o'clock. If you cannot call, write, as mail and
"
orders receive prompt attention. Catholic and
examination for a positionas teacher?" chioness of
called to consult express
Irish books and Mission goods of all kinds at the
Lowest
Prices.
the
first
man.
"Pass!
asked
" was him. He listened to a long account of
the answer. " She didn't pass at all. her symptoms, and then prescribed as
Maybe you won't believe it, but they follows:
DEKRING, MB.,
asked that poor girl about things that
An egg and a cup of tea for
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF MERCY.
"
happened before she was born."
breakfast, then walkfor two hours ; a
Board and Tuition, SISO a Year.
For further particulars apply to Directress of
slice of cold beef and tea for lun- Academy,
or to Mother Superior, Convent of Mercy,
Cholly.? Me good fellah, would cheon, then walk again for two hours ; Portland, Me.
you kindly arwest and fine me for fish (except salmon) and a cutlet or Ladies' Catholic Benevolent Association.
shooting deer out of season !
wing of fowl for dinner; to bed at
IKORPOKITED ItM. ASSESSMENT SYSTEM.
Game Warden.? How many did ten and rise at six, etc. No carriage 12,000 MEMBERS. 165 BRANCHES.
The only life Insurance society In the world
you shoot?
exercise, please."
composed of and managed by women.
Cholly.? I didn't shoot any;
listened
with
Write
for prospectus to the Supreme Recorder,
patient
surprise.
The
but if you'll arwest and fine me for "But, doctor," she said, "do you
Mrs, J. A. ROVER, Erie, Pa,
shooting six deer, and have it put in known who I am? Do you know
ACADEMY OF THE ASSUMPTION, Wellesley
Hills, Mass. This Academy, situated in the
the Adiwondack News, I'll take fifty
ahem !
my position? "
suburbs of Boston, is only a few miles front the
copies of the papah and give you
city. It is on the line of the Boston and Albany
" Perfectly, madam, perfectly," anRailroad. The location is one of the most healthful
fifty dollars.
swered the doctor. " I am prescriband picturesque in New England. The grounds
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
"William," she said, gently, and ing for an old woman with a deranged
out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is
stomach."
you reyet in accents of reproof,
thorough
comprehensive, embracing
A

small

MADAME MARLIER,

REMOVAL.

Thomas B. Noonan & Co.,

172 Tremont St., Boston.

TO EUROPE IN SIX DAYS!

-

Passap

Tit

,

ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY,

?

?

?

"

member that I gave you several letters to mail last week, don't you?"

" V-yes; I remember it.''
"

Hundreds of persons in this city have
But this is the first time you have
been anxious to own a kidney desk, but
it since I gave them to
remembered
have been prevented by the hijrli price.
There are a {rood many of these waiting you, isn't it?
'
purchasers who would settle the matter
nI ?I must confess that it is.
today, if they were aware of the fact
that the I'aine Furniture Company, on How do you know ? "
Canal street, has just reduced the price on
I put a postal card addressed to
one of the most attractive patterns of
kidney de«ks. and now otter it at $30. myself amongthe lot, and it hasn't yet
This is a sharp discount from the lowest
reached me. It only costs a cent,
price heretofore quoted.

"

tv the
for a refined education. For
or
day
pupils
particulars as to terms for boarders
mnlv »" MaNw <s,iF>^rirt»
and

A max of words and not of deeds
is like a garden full of weeds.
?

Had companions are the devil's
decoy ducks.

branches

necessary

CHAS. STRATTON & SON,
Dealers In

Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers,
77 Leverett St., Boston.

A January thaw is always more proLowest prices for solid goods.
ductive of colds and coughs than a JanAyer's
freeze.
Then
is
the
time
uary
ICherry Pectoral is needed and proves so
SALESMEN WANTED.
.flint ii> *l;."» ]nT month and expenses; staple
extremely efficacious. Ask your drug- line;
position permanent, pleasant and desirable.
gist for it, and also for Ayer's Almanac, | Address, with stamp, KING MKG. CO., G. -V), Chicago.
which is free to all.

